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Abstract
This thesis explores the possibility of using IBMs cloud based software Wat-
son for extracting complaints from social media. This is done with two differ-
entmethods, both based onWatsons text parsing functionality. Different words
or parts of sentences is then extracted and compared to other sources in order
to determine if it can be considered a complaint, and if so, how common it is.
A small test with a few test subjects and tweets resulted in very little overlap
between the problems found by the system and the test subjects. As a result,
Watson in its current state is not to be considered a sufficient tool for doing
this type of sentiment analysis. The fact that it was cloud based did however
make the process of continuously gathering and analysing information easier.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Recent progress in the field of artificial intelligence and data processing have made the
use of these techniques more and more common. The use of it has also been made more
available and is no longer something that only available to researchers. After IBM entered
and won the American game show Jeopardy! with their artificial intelligence systemWat-
son they decided to make some of its components available through their cloud platform
BlueMix. This thesis aims to evaluate the use that service by using it to construct a program
that utilizes the available Watson services.
The project that was chosen was to try and create an application that reads tweets and
tries to extract frequent complaints from them using the Watson services that have been
made available through BlueMix. This decision was based on the fact that such an appli-
cation would rely very heavily on natural language processing (NLP) which is something
that is at the core of theWatson project. Furthermore Twitter is frequently used as a source
in applications that seek to extract content from social media, thus there are a lot of readily
available APIs and tools for extracting the content from Twitter.
The choice of project was also influenced by the fact that there has been a lot of simi-
lar projects where Twitter has been mined for opinions. Since this thesis does not aim to
produce new results in the field of NLP but rather to evaluate the use of a tool and envi-
ronment for doing NLP, it was deemed to be better to try to do something that has been
previously well explored. As such it is easier to evaluate the performance of the Watson
services and also the way that they are being distributed.
Another factor behind the choice was that such an application would produce some
business value for companies or organizations and should as such be a good example of
something that might be built. I suspect that similar applications will become more com-
mon as the amount of unstructured text based information available on the Internet steadily
increases. Social media is a big source of such data that likely contains valuable informa-
tion for companies and organisations.
Initially other NLP applications were considered as test projects. An early idea was to
use a service that analyses personalities based on text sources and use it to connect movie
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preferences to personality types based on reviews. This idea was later discarded because
it was deemed to not produce much business value. Creating an application that is more
in line with what a modern company might produce was judged to be a better test.
1.1 Problem Definition
The fundamental problem is to analyze the use of artificial intelligence being made more
available and if that is indeed the case. As stated in the introduction, this is done by
making a project using IBM’s Watson and evaluating the results. The effects of this being
distributed via cloud services will also be evaluated. In order to evaluate these things a
test project will be carried out using a cloud hosted AI services.
This test project needs its own problem definition and a has been chosen to be related
to information regarding customer satisfaction.
1.1.1 Test Project Problem Definition
Businesses and organisations spend large amounts of money every year on customer sur-
veys. The surveys have to be constructed in such a way that the customers will give infor-
mation on critical topics as well as feel compelled to participate.
Meanwhile, social media enables people to publicly share thoughts and opinions on
different topics. This is a vast source of information that could be utilized for learning
public opinions of organisations and companies. It is very plausible that a lot of the desired
information can be found in the aforementioned social media. Thus, the problem of getting
customers opinions can be considered a technical problem of extracting the opinions from
social media.
1.2 Goal
The goal of this thesis is to evaluate the use and impact of Watson’s services being made
available. The goal of the test project is to process natural language data from Twitter and
find common complaints. By specifying search filters it should be possible to see what the
users of Twitter find problematic during a given time span. For example if one is interested
in the public opinion of Lunds Tekniska Högskola it should be able to search for tweets
with #LTH and see a compiled list of complaints regarding LTH.
As this is a very narrow sample of the use of artificial intelligence it should not be
considered as a thorough analysis of the field. It might however give some notion of the
usability of the technology. As such, the goal is to analyze the experience of working with
a particular tool on a test project. These experiences should give some insight into the
state of available tools and possibly the future of such tools.
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1.3 Previous Work
There has been a lot of work done on the topic of opinion mining, a significant part of
opinion mining research uses Twitter as a source as well. A google scholar search on
"Twitter sentiment analysis" yields 35,100 results as of june 9, 2015.
A similar project was carried out by Nasukawa and Yi (2003) where they classified
sentiment expressed towards the subjects in sources with the stated objective to find sen-
timent expressions for a given subject and determine the polarity of the sentiments. They
achieved a 75-95% accuracy depending on what data they used. To achieve those goals
they built a lot of the tools to do the analysis themselves. If it was possible to match
their results using readily available services it would indicate that the use of such artificial
intelligence has become significantly more available.
Pak and Paroubek (2010) also mined Twitter for opinions on different topics stating
that "The large amount of information contained in microblogging web-sites makes them
an attractive source of data for opinion mining and sentiment analysis".
The use of cloud based distribution of services is predicted to increase (Kim, 2009),
(Armbrust et al., 2010). There are several reasons why the use of the cloud is becoming
more popular. One of the biggest reasons that is being pointed out in both of the articles is
the use of a "pay as you go" business model where the user only pays for the amount that
the service is being used. The alternative is for the user to try to estimate in advance the
amount that a given service will be needed and then build matching infrastructure. The
"pay as you go" model moves a lot of the risk to the third party supplier of the service. It
is also a model that is equally good for large and small systems and does not necessarily
need to updated as the project is growing.
This also means that the user does not need to concern with the maintenance of the
service, they only need to connect to the service and use it. The supplier also has full
control over what is happening with their product as they can monitor the data and the use
of the service. The fact that the services are provided via the web means that they are very
available and easy to access.
One of the perceived risks of using cloud based services is that if the supplier has
a downtime then the service will be unusable, which is true. But historical data on the
downtime of the providers of these services shows that it is usually lower than most other
companies can achieve (Armbrust et al., 2010).
Another concern with these types of services is the security. As data must be sent back
and forth over the Internet it opens up a risk of interception.
If there are large quantities of data that needs to be passed between the user and the
service then that can also cause an issue. Too large volumes of data will both affect the
cost of the service and the amount of time that is needed in order to deliver the data.
Despite a few shortcomings, cloud based services seems to be favorably viewed by
most and is predicted to increase in use. None of references articles on cloud computing
specifically discussed artificial intelligence services which is the point of this thesis.
11
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Chapter 2
Background and Theory
2.1 Natural Language Processing
Traditionally when humans interact with computers it is always through very strictly de-
fined protocols. Very unlike the way that humans communicate with each other. If com-
puters were able to communicate on the terms of the users it would increase their usability
and make their services more available to the average user.
The discipline that studies this interaction and seeks to systematically extract infor-
mation from natural language is called natural language processing (NLP). Chowdhury
(2003) states that
NLP researchers aim to gather knowledge on how human beings understand
and use language so that appropriate tools and techniques can be developed
to make computer systems understand and manipulate natural languages to
perform the desired tasks.
There are inherent qualities in natural language thatmakeNLP difficult. One such thing
is the fact that there is no clear divide between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences
(Manning and Schütze, 1999). It is difficult to define grammatical rules that cover all the
nuances of natural language. Humans do not always agree on which sentences seem to be
grammatically correct and which are not.
Furthermore, sentences are often ambiguous (Manning and Schütze, 1999). For in-
stance the sentence Our company is training workers can be interpreted in two ways. The
first, and probably most natural, way is that is training acts as the verb. The other option
is that training modifies workers and the sentence is interpreted as the company being
workers.
In order to circumvent these uncertainty related issues, variations of machine learning
and statistical models are often employed (Kumar, 2011). By observing large amounts of
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natural language it is possible to construct statistical models of how words relate to each
other.
Modern artificial intelligence algorithms can parse natural language and determine
the part of speech and relationships between the different words. Theoretically this allows
programmers to write programs that can extract the information from a source of text (or
speech) consisting of natural language.
Such technology does not only allow humans to interact with and give commands
to devices. It also gives computers the ability to consume and parse information that is
intended to be read by humans. These algorithms are a vital part in processing unstructured
data consisting of natural language such as blogs, tweets and articles.
2.2 Dependency Grammar
In order to represent the content of a sentence there needs to be a system detailing how
that is done. Currently there are some different versions of how to do that. When using
the Relationship Extraction that Watson provides, the output is presented in three differ-
ent formats. Namely, Constituency Parsing, Dependency Parsing and Universal Stanford
Dependency Parsing.
When choosing which one of these to use the first choice is betweenDependency Pars-
ing andConstituency Parsing. I chose to useDependency Parsing as it is more widely used
as well as "better suited to the description of syntactic structures" (Mel’čuk, 1988).
The choice between the two remaining alternatives mostly comes down to different
conventions. I chose to use the Universal Stanford Dependencies (USD) because they are
very popular. USD is an extension of the original Stanford Dependencies (SD) which fo-
cused on modelling English and is intended to be able to model more languages accurately
(de Marneffe et al., 2014).
The relationships between words are sorted into approximately 50 different categories
(deMarneffe et al., 2014). Each word has a dependency to exactly one other word (or to the
root of the sentence). De Marneffe and Manning (2008) illustrates this with the following
example that I borrowed: Bell, based in Los Angeles, makes and distributes electronic,
computer and building products can be seen in a parsed version in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: A sentence parsed as USD.
As can be seen in Figure 2.1, Bell has a dependency to makes of the type nsubj. This
means that Bell is the subject connected to the predicate makes. For more details on the
different types of relationships see de Marneffe and Manning (2011).
2.3 Watson
Watson is a computer originally designed to compete in the American TV quiz show Jeop-
ardy! (Ferrucci et al., 2010). Watson uses natural language processing to respond to ques-
tions based on a given corpus. For the Jeopardy! challenge Watson used Wikipedia in its
entirety along with a few more sources such as the bible. The challenge turned out to be
a success and Watson won defeating the two human champions Ken Jennings and Brad
Rutter.
Since the game show victory Watson has started to be turned towards other problems
such as health care and is intended to be further applied to other information heavy areas
(Ferrucci et al., 2013). Several natural language APIs linked to Watson have also been
made available through IBM’s cloud hosting platform BlueMix. The tools that were made
available included the original question and answers functionality ofWatson but also other
services such as personality analysis and text to speech.
For this project a service called Relationship Extraction was used. Relationship Ex-
traction takes English text as input and returns an analysis of the text. The most funda-
mental part of that analysis is the generation of sentence trees based on the sentences in
the provided text (see Section 2.2 for details).
15
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2.4 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is a branch of text classification that
strives to sort sentences or texts into different categories based on the subjective opinion
of the writer on a topic. Typically, the aim is to determine if the author is expressing a
positive or negative opinion (Pang and Lee, 2008). Problems regarding identifying texts
that are of a subjective nature, such as blogs, and separating them from more objective
sources, such as news articles, may also fall under the domain of sentiment analysis. Such
issues will however not be covered in this thesis as they are not deemed to be within the
scope.
Different types of analyses may be deployed depending on what the goal of the project
is. One approach is to try to decide if a source, such as an article, is generally positive,
negative or neutral. This is known as sentiment polarity and can be interesting when han-
dling reviews of specific topics or when trying to compare to what degree something is
viewed favourably.
The most straight forward way of extracting sentiment polarity from a text is to simply
look for key words that are tied with either a positive or negative sentiment. Words such
as good or wonderful can be linked with a positive sentiment whereas bad or awful can
be linked with a negative sentiment (Pang and Lee, 2008).
More advanced methods include constructing feature vectors for each source (Agarwal
et al., 2011). Using thesemethods it is easier tomodel more aspects of the corpus. Features
that are used could for instance be different part of speech tags (POS tags) as well as
negations. By utilizing machine learning methods it is possible to discern the importance
of different features which can then be used to classify new sources.
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Approach
3.1 Architecture
Constructing the software has taken the vast majority of the time spent on this thesis.
Despite that there will not be a detailed description of the code as the result and subsequent
discussion is deemed to be of greater interest to the goal of the thesis. All code was written
inNode.jswhich is a platformwhere applications are written in JavaScript syntax. Node.js
was initially chosen because it allowed for easy and quick prototyping of the infrastructure
needed in order to access the Watson services.
The software was built largely based on object oriented design as it felt easier to track
the different levels of abstraction in the analysis of the data. Node.js made the communi-
cation between different modules very easy which was the initial motivation behind the
choice. Unfortunately it later proved a somewhat troublesome tool to use when building
the larger program that was needed in order to do all the analysis. In hindsight a different
language such as Java or Python might have been a better choice for the application.
The final product consists of three modules.
The first module parses the tweets in order to pre process the data before the compila-
tion of all the tweets is done. This is done in real time as the tweets are published because
both the communication withWatson and the analysis it does is relatively time consuming.
The processed tweets are then stored in a NoSQL database. The first module consists of
the cloud labeled Parser and the Node Red script in Figure 3.1.
The second module extracts the data from the database and compiles it in order to try
to find consensus. This is denoted by the cloud labeled Compile Data in Figure 3.1.
The third module presents the information in a user accessible way in an android ap-
plication. Figure 3.1 shows this architecture.
A smallNode Red script is used to continuously listen for tweets that are then processed
by the parser before they are inserted into the database.
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Figure 3.1: Architecture
3.1.1 Parser
The parser is a REST API hosted on the cloud hosting platform BlueMix. The API accepts
a JSON object with a field labeled "text" that contains a string with text in English. The
text is passed on toWatsonwhich then returns information on the text in a text string. That
information is then parsed from the string into a JSON object that can be used for further
analysis. The following is an example of the input format:
1 {
2 "text":"I like cheese"
3 }
The parser uses Watson’s API Relationship Extraction in order to parse the text from
each source. The Watson API returns several different ways of parsing the text. I chose
to use the USD dependency parse (an explanation and motivation for that choice can be
found under Section 2.2).
A tree structure is built based on the information from the Watson API. Each node in
the tree contains the a word, a part of speech, a grammatical function and a list of nodes
that depend on this node.
The parser will add a new field, “content”, containing the details of the analysis that
was done for the individual source. During the project I worked with two different ap-
proaches on how to parse the information. The first approach simply counted words and
applied sentiment to each word depending on the word itself and other related words. This
approach will be referred to as Word Counting from here on. An example of the parsed
data when using the Word Counting approach can be seen here:
1 {
2 "text":"I like cheese .",
3 "content":{
4 "words":[
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5 {
6 "nouns":[
7 {
8 "word":"cheese",
9 "totSentiment":2,
10 "count":1
11 }
12 ],
13 "verbs":[
14 {
15 "word":"like",
16 "totSentiment":2,
17 "count":1
18 }
19 ],
20 "adjectives":[
21
22 ]
23 }
24 ]
25 }
26 }
After the tree is built, each word’s sentiment is assessed and given a score. The sen-
timent is then propagated from the bottom up. Each node adds its own sentiment value
with the sum of the sentiment of its children. In order to distribute the sentiment from the
verbs they also add their sentiment to their children.
The words in the tree are then sorted based on part of speech and inserted into lists with
information on the frequency and sentiment of each word. This information is attached to
the original source objects before they’re returned to the caller.
This approach is rather naive and could more or less be accomplished without the
use of cognitive computing. Later during the project the Watson service that provided
the parsing of the sentences was updated and now provides information on things such
as the object and subject of sentences. This allowed for a more detailed analysis of the
sentences. Consequently the parser was updated and now responded with information on
the relationships between the words in the sentence:
1 {
2 "text":"I like cheese",
3 "content":{
4 "wordContent":{
5 "nouns":{
6 "_key":"word",
7 "cheese":{
8 "word":"cheese",
9 "count":1,
10 "tree":{
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11 "word":"cheese",
12 "POS":"NN",
13 "dependsOn":"1",
14 "relationship":"dobj",
15 "count":1,
16 "children":{
17 "_key":"word"
18 }
19 },
20 "actions":{
21 "_key":"word"
22 },
23 "actedOn":{
24 "_key":"word",
25 "like":{
26 "word":"like",
27 "POS":"VBP",
28 "dependsOn":"-1",
29 "relationship":"root",
30 "count":1,
31 "children":{
32 "_key":"word",
33 "I":{
34 "word":"I",
35 "POS":"PRP",
36 "dependsOn":"1",
37 "relationship":"nsubj",
38 "count":1,
39 "children":{
40 "_key":"word"
41 }
42 },
43 "cheese":{
44 "word":"cheese",
45 "POS":"NN",
46 "dependsOn":"1",
47 "relationship":"dobj",
48 "count":1,
49 "children":{
50 "_key":"word"
51 }
52 }
53 }
54 }
55 }
56 }
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57 }
58 }
59 }
60 }
The second version which from here on will be referred to as Sentence Trees conserves
much more of the analysis produced by Watson in the hopes of having a better way to
reconstruct the complaints after all the complaints have been compiled. This does make
the response significantly more verbose and harder to read. Here nouns are considered the
interesting part and then the related verbs are linked to the noun. The related verbs are
divided into either being an action taken by the noun or acted on. In the used example
the sentence I like cheese was used and the noun cheese was identified. Cheese is acted
on with the verb like as can be seen in the example output. Another notable difference
between theWord Count and the Sentence Tree approach is that in the latter the sentiment
is not calculated in this part of the application. A more in depth analysis of the the differ-
ences between the two approaches to the parsing can be found under Section 3.2, Different
Approaches to the Analysis.
3.1.2 Database
For practical reasons it is necessary to store the processed tweets in a database. I chose to
use a NoSQL database as the data I was using was in JSON format. Because of that, each
tweet can simply be inserted as is into the database. Since the end product is intended to
be hosted in the cloud it felt natural to use a database that was also cloud hosted. Thus I
chose to use the NoSQL database Cloudant.
Since rather large amounts of data was generated it would hypothetically have been
possible to have a traditional relational database and modelled the contents of the tweets
with relations to different tweet. This might have saved memory in the database and possi-
bly made the interaction with the database more efficient. Using that design choice would
have taken a considerable amount of work as opposed to simply adding the tweets to the
database. The time that could potentially have been gained in the interaction with the
database could just as likely have been lost in recreating the original data formats after the
data had been extracted.
3.1.3 Analytics
The analytics part of the chain queries the database for relevant tweets. Different filters on
the tweets could be based on time intervals or geographic location.
The data from the relevant tweets are then compiled by counting the number of occur-
rences of each concept and their given sentiment are accumulated. The concepts that have
the largest accumulated negative sentiment are considered to be the biggest complaints.
This module also differs slightly depending on the approach. In case of the Word
Count approach the module will look for other related words. Concepts identified in the
same source as the given problem will be considered to be related. The 5 concepts that
are mentioned the most in combination with each problem are returned along with the
problem.
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When using the SentenceDependency Parsing approach themodulewith simply output
the objects containing the problems that are considered the most severe. Given the nature
of the storing of the data the context will be included in that object.
In order to present the problems in a user friendly way the problems are presented
with a severity level instead of the accumulated sentiment. The severity level is limited
to the interval between -100 and 100. A larger severity level is interpreted as a bigger
problem. A negative severity level is interpreted as something that’s being viewed in a
positive way. The severity level will asymptotically approach either 100 or -100 as the
accumulated sentiment grows in either direction.
3.1.4 Sentiment Analysis
The core of the sentiment analysis that was done comes from the Node.js package Senti-
ment. It is written by Andrew Sliwinski and made publicly available through GitHub and
the Node.js package manager, NPM. The package is basically a map between words and
integer values describing the how positive or negative the word is. This is used in combi-
nation with Watson’s services to model sources and sentiment as well as its propagation.
The propagation of the sentiment in the sentences was modelled by observing the de-
pendencies between the different words. Each word was given a value based on the sen-
timent package. Each word also got a contribution from the other words that had a de-
pendency to it. That means that the sentiment propagated up through the sentence tree
towards the root of the tree.
This approach was used by both theWord Count and the Sentence Dependency Parsing
approach. The difference was that theWord Count approach did this analysis immediately
as the tweets came in instead of doing it the analytics.
3.1.5 Presentation
The original idea is that a shop keeper or a representative of some sort of business or
organization should be able to continuously monitor the state of sentiment towards their
product or brand. To achieve this it was deemed that a mobile application was the best
choice. Other alternatives would be either a web service or a program run locally on the
users computer.
A web service is advantageous because it is easy to maintain and update. Also, since
the goal is to present data from the Internet it seems natural to do it with a web service.
The fact that a phone application was chosen instead relies heavily on the fact that it is
easier to do push notifications with a phone application. If there is some urgent change
that user needs to be notified off then the app can easily make user aware of it.
A locally run program would suffer the same drawbacks that a phone application has
but without the benefit of the push notifications. Thus it can quickly be discarded as an
option for presenting the data.
The data is ideally presented as a list of potential problems or complaints accompanied
with more details upon request. With such a layout it is easy to get an overview of the
current state of opinion and if more details is needed they are readily available. I would
assume that the data would remain relatively constant over time and such a view would
allow for the user to quickly verify that nothing has changed. Other meta data could also
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be displayed such as the amount of positive and negative opinions or information regarding
people who express the opinions.
3.2 Different Approaches to the Analysis
While the overarching architecture that was mentioned earlier was used throughout the
project, the details in the analysis varied. All the information that was used in the analysis
stemmed fromWatsons text parsing as well as theNode.js package Sentiment that was used
to judge the sentiment of individual words. The representation of the extracted information
in each tweet were structured in different ways during different phases in the project. As
a result of the representation being done in different ways the analysis part also had to be
done in different ways. This section explains the two main versions that were used in the
end.
3.2.1 Word Counting
The first and maybe the most intuitive version of the representation of the information
content in the tweets was simply counting the nouns. Each noun is then given a sentiment
value based on the word itself as well as the other words that have dependencies to the
noun (see Section 2.2). The propagation of the sentiment is done by simply adding up the
sentiment of the related words.
The analytics module then counts all the words from all the recorded tweets and evalu-
ates the individual words. The words are judged to be more severe if they have low average
sentiment and a high frequency. Thus the metric to judge was based on the product of the
count and the average sentiment. In other words, the accumulated sentiment of each word
that was mentioned in all the tweets.
Each word that is found problematic is presented together with other words that were
frequently mentioned in the same context. The related words are chosen by counting the
words that were listed in the same source as the problematic word. The relevant words are
ranked solely on their frequency regardless of their calculated sentiment value. With this
approach a problem is defined as a noun accompanied by other nouns for context.
3.2.2 Sentence Dependency Parsing
The second way to represent the information content is more closely related to the sentence
trees that are produced by Watson. This approach looks for nouns, verbs and adjectives
among the nodes in the tree that are produced byWatson. Each node that was either of the
aforementioned word classes is saved as such. All the nodes that had dependencies to that
node are also preserved. In order words, when a part of the tree is found that is either a
noun, verb or adjective then that part along with it’s branches is copied and saved.
Each word in the tree is represented by a node holding a count of how many times
the word has been mentioned in this way. The node also holds references to other nodes,
"children". The children are interpreted as the words that have dependencies to this word.
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This way, all of the information from the original tree was preserved for further anal-
ysis. The information was also split into different word classes in order to make the com-
pilation of the different sources easier.
When the analytics module found two matching words of a given word class they were
added into one node. For instance if two tweets with the messages the green ball and the
red ball were analyzed, they would both find the noun ball.
Figure 3.2: A noun phrase parsed as USD.
Figure 3.3: A noun phrase parsed as USD.
In both versions, the word the modifies the ball. Also the words blue and red respec-
tively have dependencies to the word ball each with one count. After adding the sentences
up the word ball would have two counts, the word the would also be linked to it with two
counts.
Figure 3.4: A noun phrase parsed as USD.
In the case of nouns, some further information is added beyond just the tree and its
children. In most cases of sentences where there is a verb, the verb is placed at the head
of the tree. This means that if one were to extract the noun of a sentence and all of its
children one would likely miss the verb. In order to understand if a noun in a sentence
is considered a problem it is usually interesting to take into consideration what action is
associated with the noun.
In order to resolve this problem and be able to track what actions each noun has been
involved in, noun objects also hold a map of verb nodes sorted as either actions or acted
on. This makes it easier to track the context of the recorded nouns.
When all the words from all the sources have been compiled into lists of nouns, verbs,
adjectives they are each evaluated based on sentiment. This is done in a similar way to the
word counting. The sentiment is analyzed for each node in a tree and then it propagates
upwards being amplified further if a node has a higher count.
A potential problem is in this case defined as a noun, verb, or adjective and all the
words that have had dependencies to to it. A problem is considered to be more severe if
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it has a higher frequency and a lower average sentiment. Thus the severity of a problem
is judged by the product of the average sentiment and the frequency, in other words the
accumulated sentiment.
3.3 Assigning Sentiment to Potential Prob-
lems
All nouns, verbs and adjectives are considered potential problems and are sorted sepa-
rately. Adjectives and verbs are given sentiment based on the sentiment value of the word
but also the sentiment of other words that linked to it. The sentiment is from the context
is distributed by letting it propagate from the bottom up in the sentence trees (see Section
2.2). In other words, each word will pass its sentiment on to the other words which it has
dependencies to. For instance if the verb performing is in the context of the adverb badly,
then the verb in itself will not generate any sentiment either way. But the adverb will gen-
erate negative sentiment, since the adverb has a dependency to the verb that sentiment will
also be shared by the verb.
The main focus has been on the nouns in order to reduce the amount of data. If there is
a common negative adjective then it will most likely be linked to one or a group of nouns.
That way, those problems will still be noticed even if only considering the nouns. In later
versions, the nouns also stored information on the verbs that they had dependencies to in
order to retain that information.
The system will also take into account the number of times that words have been men-
tioned in a context. If performing is mentioned five times in a context and three out of
those times the badly has a dependency to it then the sentiment from badly will be added
to performing three times.
When it comes to the nouns this approach does not suffice. First of all, if the only
words that have dependencies to the noun contribute with sentiment to the noun, then the
noun will very rarely get any contribution from verbs. This is because the parser usually
places the verbs as the head of the sentence. This would mean that the nouns would al-
most exclusively receive their sentiment from adjectives which would mean losing a lot of
information.
In order to get around this problem, nouns also look towards the words that they have
dependencies to. If that word is a verb then the noun will be affected by the sentiment of
that word in the same way that it does from words that have dependencies to the noun.
Furthermore, nouns that have inherently low sentiment are mostly profanities. This
means that if the sentiment of the noun itself is taken into account then most of the "prob-
lems" that will be suggested will be profanities. If the intention is to find topics that people
frequently express dislike on then what profanities they to describe it is usually not inter-
esting. For this reason I’ve chosen to exclude the sentiment value of nouns and only take
into the context of the nouns when judging if a noun is to be considered a problem.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation
The use of Watson will be evaluated based on the performance of the sentiment analysis
application. After that evaluation is finished there will also be a more subjective analysis
of the experience of working with the tool as well as a discussion regarding the choice to
distribute it as a cloud service.
The performance of the sentiment analysis applicationwill bemeasured both by analysing
its output to try and determine if it seems reasonable. This is something that is both diffi-
cult and subjective since there is no "correct" result to measure it against.
Nasukawa and Yi (2003) used human test subjects and a precision-recall method for
evaluating the performance of a sentiment analysis application. Pak and Paroubek (2010)
evaluated their performance of sorting tweets into positive, negative and neutral by anno-
tating them by hand andmeasuring them against the performance of their application. This
was then measured using precision and recall. Precision and recall seems to the standard
way of evaluating result. Therefore, I have chosen to use a similar approach.
4.1 Precision and Recall
The recall is defined by the percentage of correct output that is identified and the precision
is defined as the percentage of output from the application that is correct. See equation
(4.1) and (4.1) for more detail.
recall ≡ |{identi f ied by app} ∩ {identi f ied by humans}||{identi f ied by humans}| (4.1)
precision ≡ |{identi f ied by app} ∩ {identi f ied by humans}||{identi f ied by app}| (4.2)
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4.2 Questionnaire
In order to validate the output of such an application it would ideally be measured against
a large group of humans reading all the data and together deciding what complaints were
presented. Thus, a test will be run where the output of the application is compared to the
output of human test subjects reading tweets and identifying complaints. Since it is very
impractical to have humans read a very large amount of data it will be limited to 75 tweets.
In order to measure the conclusions of the test subjects they will fill out a questionnaire
that can be measured against the result of the application.
The problem identification will be considered a success if it can achieve a recall that is
greater than 0.5 as well as a precision that is greater than 0.5. That is, more than half of the
suggested problems must be correct and more than half of the total amount of problems
must be identified.
Since a test with human subjects greatly limits the amount of tweets that can be used
as basis for the test I will also test the application on larger amounts of data. These tests
will be difficult to measure objectively if they are successful but the result will be analysed
and discussed. This should provide information on the behaviour of the application when
the amount of data changes as well as what type of results could be expected by a potential
end user.
The questionnaire that was used in the evaluation had the following format:
The following 75 tweets are tagged with #ikea. Please read each one and
answer with a list of the problems that you identify among the tweets and
reference the source (the number of the tweet). Please provide answers on the
following format:
[problem]: reference(s).
A problem is something that’s being mentioned in a negative fashion more
than it is mentioned in a positive fashion. If you don’t think that there is any
negative content in any of the tweets just answer with “no complaints”. Please
ignore the links.
1. Off to ikea for a desk
2. @BlakeFurnell the ikea thing just made my day
3. RT @lucidreamnjh: ikea makes me so excited to have my own home
when I’m older oh my god
The complete questionnaire with 75 tweets can be seen under Appendix B, Form lay-
out.
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Results
In order to run tests, I chose to use tweets discussing the Swedish furniture manufacturer
IKEA. IKEAwas chosen because it is a global company that sells to the public and receives
both praise on criticism from socialmedia. It should be noted that the results from theWord
Count test and the Sentence Tree test are not based on the same corpus and the produced
results are not necessarily intended to be the same.
5.1 Word Count Test
The first test was run with 64,473 tweets published between April 13 and May 10 2015.
During this run the tweets were analyzed by Word Count (see Section 3.2.1). The prob-
lems that were found can be seen in Table 5.1.
5.2 Sentence Tree Test
The system was later tested with the sentence tree approach. It used 49,937 tweets pub-
lished between May 4 and May 10 2015. The problems that were found can be seen in
Table 5.2.
A more in depth analysis of each problem presented gives more insight than just read-
ing Table 5.2. The complete data produced by the system can be seen in Appendix C.5. A
more readable version is presented here:
1. Rooms was identified as the most severe problem by the system. Based on the data
in Appendix C.5, the word rooms seems to be consistently referred to as fake. 225
out of 260 mentions were connected to the word fake. Reading the verbs that are
connected to rooms there seems to be variations of jokes on the topic that IKEA
should depict a couple fighting when trying to assemble IKEA furniture.
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Word Severity Level Count Related Words, Count
1 shit 99 784
ex, 718
http, 656
@comedypedia, 419
@funnyjoke, 200
@girlsnotebook, 65
2 ikea 96 25577
putin, 13107
case, 11470
@fartiist, 11311
http, 9184
read, 1461
3 hide-and-seek 94 1196
http, 730
ikea, 656
fun, 307
people, 179
@time, 119
4 @fastcompany 93 352
http, 351
ikea, 656
homes, 350
room, 347
television, 346
5 experts 83 1500
http, 1446
paintings, 755
@independent, 409
print, 303
@thei100, 212
Table 5.1: Results of word count test
2. Fighting also seems to be connected to the same joke that IKEA should display
models of couples fighting as they are assembling furniture.
3. The word order seems to be in the context: in order to prevent customers from
leaving. Some information is lost since order has the relationship compund to its
parent node which is unknown.
4. Customers seems to refer the same set of tweets as the word order. But here there
is more information, from the associated verbs it’s evident that customers are men-
tioned in the context of being prevented from leaving because IKEA stores are "lit-
erally like a maze".
5. Problem number five is peace. From the tree that was connected to the word, it’s
almost exclusively in the context: no peace in syria. The negative sentiment that the
system detected came from the word no.
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Word Sentiment Value Count
1 rooms -698 260
2 fighting -633 231
3 order -630 639
4 customers -608 645
5 peace -444 448
Table 5.2: Results of sentence tree test
5.3 Questionnaire Results
5.3.1 Human Results
There were a few recurring problems that were reported by the test subjects. Based on
the answers (see Appendix B) these are what I interpret as the most frequently brought up
problems.
1. Problem: The customers at IKEA are unpleasant
Sources: tweet 20, 51
As phrased by the test subjects:
• Braindead customers
• unpleasant customers
• dislike IKEA customers
• the customer is tired of the other customers behaviour
• refering to IKEA as zombie people
• A shop full of zombies all following each other around
• many screaming kids at ikea
• loud toddlers
• toddlers are annoying at ikea
• People go crazy at IKEA, don’t want to go there
• other customers children annoy you
• toddlers scream and go mental
2. Problem: IKEA is crowded
Sources: tweet 20, 36, 24, 4
As phrased by the test subjects:
• IKEA is often crowded
• meaning that Ikea is crowded and horrible
• IKEA is often crowded
• long lines on saturdays
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• crowded on saturdays
• referring to ikea as to crowded on saturdays
• long lines at IKEA on Saturdays
• too much queueing on Saturdays
• Long line at Ikea
• Long lines
• waiting in line
• IKEA is busy/a stressful place
• IKEA is crowded
• crowded on sturdays
• referring to Ikea as too crowded on saturdays
• crovded (?) on Saturdays
• IKEA is a busy/a stressful place
3. Problem: IKEA products are difficult to assemble
sources: tweet 24, 60, 15, 33, 55, 57, 61, 62
As phrased by the test subjects:
• too difficult to assemble products
• instructions to hard
• the furnitures are too complicated to construct
• hard to assemble
• Assembly is too complex or the instructions are bad
• Ikea furniture is hard to assemble
• tough to assemble
• ikea is too difficult for us
• IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• Referring to IKEA constructions as something really complicated
• hard to assemble
• it is difficult to assemble
• IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• When you assemble IKEA furniture, you get hurt
• it’s a little negative that it’s so much work to assemble the furniture
• IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• assembling IKEA furniture takes a while
• IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• Meaning the wardrobe instructions are too hard to understand
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• IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• Retweet of the sucky wardrobe instructions
• IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• Meaning the wardrobe instructions are too hard to understand
• IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• Retweet of the sucky wardrobe instructions
• IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
The tweets that were deemed the sources of the top complaints by the test subjects
were: 4, 15, 20, 24, 35, 36, 51, 55, 57, 60, 61, 62
5.3.2 Automated Filling of the Questionnaire
When the system processed the same 75 tweets it reported the fivemost problematic nouns.
These can be seen in Table 5.3
Problem Count Sentiment Referenced Tweets
1 piece [of ikea furniture] 1 -3 41
2 ppl (people) 1 -3 38
3 day 2 -3 36, 2
4 @steepdecline 3 -3 49, 50, 53
5 Dan 1 -3 63
Table 5.3: Automatically identified problems
A more complete version with the complete output from the analysis can be found in
Appendix C.3. The tweets that were deemed sources of the top complaints by the system
are: 2, 36, 38, 41, 49, 50, 53, 63.
Judging the success of the test is a bit subjective. Depending on how strictly one defines
agreement between the system and the test subjects. The most forgiving conclusion would
be that the number one complaint, piece of IKEA furniture, conform with the suggested
problem that IKEA products are hard to assemble. The second problem identified by the
system can, in a similar fashion, be interpreted as being the same problem as The customers
at IKEA are unpleasant. This would mean that the precision is 2/5 = 0.40 and the recall is
2/3 = 0.66.
It is notable that the application and the test subjects had a very low level of agreement
on which tweets contained complaints. The only tweet that was referenced by both the
application and the test subjects was tweet no. 36 ("If you’re having a really bad day,
just think of how lucky you are that you’re not waiting in line at #IKEA on a Saturday.
#Blessed"). This tweet is not referenced in any of the two problems that potentially overlap
between the test subjects and the system.
This casts some doubt on the validity of the problems proposed by the system. If the
similar themes are just a coincidence then both the precision and recall drop to a disap-
pointing zero.
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Chapter 6
Mobile Application
A prototype of the application was developed but was never connected to real data due
to time constraints. The prototype also contains lots of features that are not implemented
in the back end. The application consisted of three views dubbed Details, Overview and
Problems.
6.1 Details view
The Details view (see Figure 6.1) displays a word cloud with with trending adjectives. It
also displays a list of tracked topics and how they score. On the bottom half the screen
information regarding the gender of the authors of tweets is being presented.
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Figure 6.1: The "details" view in the application.
6.2 Overview view
The Overview view (see Figure 6.2) gives information on the general polarity of the sen-
timent expressed. At the top is a series of pie charts detailing the ratio between positive,
neutral and negative tweets. Below it is a timeline of how the polarity has changed with
time.
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Figure 6.2: The "overview" view in the application.
6.3 Problems view
The problems that are currently deemed to be the most severe are presented under the
Problems tab (see Figure 6.2). This view differs slightly from the output of the rest of the
system. This view gives a category of the problem such as furniture, this functionality is
not available. The back end did however support the ranking of the problems as well as
providing related words. In the image there is a button labeled prove & solution (which is
supposed to be "proven solution"), this was also not implemented.
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Figure 6.3: The "problems" view in the application.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
7.1 Result
7.1.1 Word Count Test
The first test run presented five problems listed in Chapter 5. Each is traceable to a popular
tweet or event that is related to IKEA. The "word" http was frequently identified which is
to be considered an error in the performance of the program. This is a result of URLs be-
ing pasted in the text in the tweets. The parsing algorithm in Watson does not seem to be
able to handle them very well and frequently label them as nouns. Furthermore the colon
and the two slashes usually following http seem to get lost in the process leaving the rest
of the program to interpret every link as the same noun: http. Similarly, Twitter handles
are also frequently reported as nouns. This is also likely a result of the way that they are
treated in text where they are often used as proper nouns.
The five problems that were presented were:
1. The top problem that was identified was shit. This is not surprising since the way
that the sentiment is judged is very much based on individual words. Profanities
will by themselves generate a very low sentiment and are likely to quickly rise in
severity level if their frequency is high enough. The words that were listed as re-
lated to shit were ex along with the Twitter handles @comedypedia, @funnyjoke
and@girlsnotebook as well as links represented by the word http.
This problem is likely linked to a popular tweet with the message Oh shit my ex is
on sale at IKEA that was published on March 23, 2015 and received 449 retweets as
of May 10, 2015. The Twitter handles that were related to the problem are probably
a result of the message being spread with the inclusion of the Twitter handles were
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deemed to be relevant to the message by the users. As the tweet with the joke relied
heavily on an image that image was also linked to consistently when the tweet was
spread. Thus that link shows up as http in the results.
Since this problem probably mostly refers to this particular tweet or variants thereof
it should probably not be considered an actual problem with IKEAs public relations.
Because of that, this problem should be considered a false positive.
2. The second identified problem was ikea. If the algorithm is to be trusted then this
should be considered a problem for IKEA. It implies that IKEA was mentioned in
a generally negative light in the analyzed tweets. The related words were: putin,
case and read along with the Twitter handle @fartiist. In roughly half of the men-
tions (13107 out of 25577) of ikea, putin was also mentioned. The word case was
also mentioned 11470 times along with ikea. This is probably related to a tweet
with the message IKEA named their rainbow pillow case Putin I love them so much
that was published on March 21, 2015. The tweet was retweeted 11,972 times as of
May 10, 2015. In the way that the text gets parsed, the verb named is at the head
of the tree and ikea holds a dependency as the subject of named. This means that
the word ikea doesn’t have any other words with dependencies to it in this sentence.
Which means that it shouldn’t receive any contribution to its sentiment value from
this sentence unless the ikea in itself is deemed as positive or negative which it is not.
Since the aforementioned tweet is most definitely to be considered positive towards
IKEA ("I love [IKEA] so much") it should receive a positive contribution from that
tweet. However, Based on the algorithm used it should not receive any contribution
to its sentiment value. This means that this tweet is probably not the reason that
ikea is considered such a big problem. The real reason is then overshadowed by the
popularity of the tweet regarding the pillow case.
If this is an actual problem is hard to tell.
3. Third on the list of problems is the word hide-and-seek. That word is very interesting
because of its rarity. The fact that it appears suggests that it is one specific event
or group of events that it references which is exactly what the system is looking
for. This problem most likely references massive organised games of hide-and-seek
that were being held at IKEA stores that were later banned by IKEA. This sparked
controversy on Twitter which might be what the system picked up on. This implies
that the system found an actual complaint which is definitely a positive result.
4. Problem number four is the twitterhandle fastcompany. This one seems to relate
to a tweet saying It’s no longer sofa + television = living room. Ikea predicts how
homes will look in 5 years: [URL]. The URL links to an image of a chair and a small
table. This seems like a rather neutral statement and should be considered as a false
positive. The only possible source of the negative is the word no.
5. The last problem on the list also seems like an actual problem. Someone bought
cheap paintings at IKEA and presented them to art experts who valued them as ex-
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pensive paintings. This spread through twitter as people were criticising the validity
of the art experts. The fact that the system found this and identified that experts were
the target of the complaints is a success for the system.
7.1.2 Results from Dependency Parsing
The five problems that the sentence tree test produced mostly seemed to come from the
same few tweets which makes the result quite questionable. If there is a complaint that
is frequently retweeted then that is of course something that should be addressed. But
because of the way that the system works it needs to have many different mentions of the
same word in order for it be reliable. If a tweet that triggers the algorithm and that tweet
is frequently retweeted it risks drowning out the other words that might be mentioned in a
negative context. The problems are analyzed individually in the following segment:
1. The tweets with the joke that IKEA should display couples arguing in their "fake
rooms" triggered the system to think name rooms as the top problem. Arguing cou-
ples aren’t specifically mentioned in the data provided on the word rooms. The next
problem, fighting, does however mention "fake rooms" which strongly implies that
they are both based on the same tweet.
This could be considered a complaint that IKEAs furniture is difficult is assemble
and causing couples assembling it to start to argue. However, what caused the system
to think that there was a complaint is the word fake. Hypothetically, if a tweet had
said IKEA introducing new fake rooms then that would also have showed up as a
problem. That means that a potential problem was indeed identified but for the
wrong reason.
2. Fighting clearly stems from the aforementioned joke that IKEA should display cou-
ples arguing as they try to assemble furniture: RT @DirtMcTurd One of the fake
rooms at Ikea should just be a couple fighting as they try to put the furniture to-
gether. Just like with problem number one, the source of the bad sentiment is the
word fake. The fact that the word fighting is marked as a noun is also questionable.
This is possibly a result of the tweet being a retweet. The notation "RT @Twitter-
handle" seems to confuse the analysis being performed by Watson.
3. The third problem is order. In 583 out of 639 mentions the order was in the context:
in order to prevent customers from leaving. This should definitely be considered as
something negative. I would consider this to be a legit complaint that was identified
by the system. It does however not give a lot of details regarding what is done in
order to prevent the customers from leaving. It is also questionable if the the word
order is really what the problem is.
4. Customers are mentioned 645 times without much more details directly linked to
the word. Customers were linked with the verb leave 16 times which is definitely
negative in the context. In five instances it was mentioned that "IKEA stores are
literally designed like a maze in order to prevent customers from leaving". This is
also likely the source of the problem order. That IKEA stores are hard to navigate
and the notion that this is intentional in order to prevent customers from leaving
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is definitely a complaint towards IKEA which is a good result. Since the trees in
Appendix C.5 are somewhat pruned they don’t show more information. In order to
see what other complaints that were made towards customers it would have been
very interesting to have more information.
5. That the word peace is listed as a problem is quite weird. The tree that was produced
says: no peace in Syria. While it is definitely a problem that there is no peace in
Syria it is very hard to decipher its connection to IKEA without more information.
The fact that all of the negative sentiment came from the word no is also not very
good. Just like earlier, this means that any recurring sentence containing the word
no might show up as a problem.
Many of the problems that were listed were results of popular retweets. This is very
evident from looking at the trees under Section C.5. The lack of differently phrased sources
severely lowers the reliability of the results since the analysis is very blunt. If the system
misinterprets a single tweet then that should not have a big effect the end result. If that
misinterpreted tweet is retweeted a lot then it starts having a bigger effect on the result. If
the tweet contains a relevant complaint and it is not recognized then valuable information
is lost. Likewise, if the tweet is not a complaint and it is interpreted as such it runs the
risk of drowning out other actual complaints. This would not only give a false result but
it would also mean that another would not be displayed in the end results because it was
deemed as less of a problem in comparison. In this regard the initial notion that more
data will counteract the problem with the blunt analysis proved to be false. Possibly if
even more data was used that spanned over a larger period of time than the usual lifespan
och a popular tweet then this might be less of a problem. But not only would such a data
set be huge (>100,000 tweets), it would also make the reaction time of the system very
slow. It would need to look at data that is several weeks old. This would severely harm the
responsiveness of the system.
7.1.3 Automated Questionnaire Results
When the system analyzed the 75 tweets that were included in the questionnaire it produced
five nouns that it considered were the ones to be viewed in the most negative fashion. All
of these however were given a perceived sentiment value of negative three. This means
that any internal order that they were presented in is completely coincidental and is a result
of the order in which they were processed. This also raises the question if there were more
than five nouns that were found to have the sentiment value negative three. If so, then they
would be just as interesting as the ones that were presented.
1. The first problem that was identified was piece of ikea furniture. This was based
on the tweet RT @Bad_Acid_: I am just a badly assembled piece of ikea furniture
where someone thought my heart &amp; soul where extra parts &amp; ended up
throw.... The system reacted to the word badly which is connected to the word as-
sembled which in turn was connected to piece of ikea furniture. Most of the negative
sentiment in this sentiment seems to be pointed towards the author, "I". However,
since pronouns can’t be considered problems by the system it won’t be presented.
The message could still be interepreted to reflect negatively on the quality of IKEA
furniture.
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2. The second identified problem was ppl (slang for the word people). ppl was men-
tioned in the message ppl who try to re-sell shitty ikea on craigslist really irk me..
Here the adjective shitty was the cause of the negative sentiment. It might be argued
that the verb irk also contributes to the negative sentiment of the sentence but it is
not recognized by the dictionary of the system.
3. The word day was mentioned twice and one of the times it was referred to as a bad
day. Since the adjective bad is easily recognized as a source of negative sentiment
this caused the system to flag the word day as problematic. The two mentions of day
were in the tweets: @BlakeFurnell the ikea thing just made my day and If you’re
having a really bad day, just think of how lucky you are that you’re not waiting in
line at #IKEA on a Saturday. #blessed.
4. The fourth problemwas@steepdeclinewhich wasmentioned 3 times. Thementions
originate in three retweets of the tweet: RT @steepdecline: Yes Sweden is home to
Spotify, Minecraft, Candy Crush, Abba &amp; IKEA, but let’s not forget who got the
party started... htt.... This is a clear example of a malfunction in the analysis. Firstly,
the Twitter handle @steepdecline should be considered separate from the rest of the
message. Secondly, the source of the negative sentiment in the sentence seems to be
the word Crush in Candy Crush. This is definitely not right as the mention of the
mobile game Candy Crush shouldn’t be considered a source of negative sentiment.
5. The final problem was Dan based on the tweet RT @tayl0rferry: "just hope ikea
doesn’t get to him" Dan has lost his chill. In this case the word lost is what triggered
the negative sentiment in the analysis. It is quite hard to decipher what the actual
meaning of the tweet is but it could be argued that Dan is viewed negatively in this
tweet.
.
7.1.4 Result of Evaluation
While it seems unlikely that the system would accidentally reach the same result as the
test subjects, it should be noted that the sources of the complaints were entirely different
tweets. The complaints against people that triggered the system was aimed against people
who sell furniture second hand rather than the customers at IKEA.
The other complaint, against the piece of IKEA furniture, seems to be more in line
with the problem that the test subjects identified. The author stated that he felt like a badly
assembled piece of IKEA furniture. He or she could just as well have left the IKEA part
out but decided to include it. I would interpret that as IKEA being used as an indicator
of badly built furniture. That is of course a negative sentiment towards IKEA furniture
which seems to be what the test subjects also found, albeit in other tweets.
In the case where the test subjects and the system agreed on a problematic tweet they
did however not agree on the problem. The system pointed out the the word day was the
problem. The test subjects made the more reasonable analysis that the complaint was that
IKEA is too crowded on weekends.
It was probably not just coincidence that similar themes came up in both the automatic
and manual analysis. The agreement likely stems from them finding indicators of the same
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problems. The fact that they drew similar conclusions from entirely different sources is an
indicator that the system did not find the strongest or the most obvious indicators which is
a problem.
7.2 Questionnaire Results Validity
The questionnaire gave valuable information on the perceived problems by the test sub-
jects. There are however some inherent problems with the questionnaire. The first and
most obvious one is that the amount of tweets that are being processed in the questionnaire
are very few compared to the amount of tweets that the system is intended to process. This
means that the performance of the system on that corpus doesn’t necessarily reflect on how
well the system performs when used as intended. The fact that most of the tweets in given
corpus were to be considered positive made this problem even worse since that meant that
the amount of "problems" to be found were even fewer.
Another problem is that the instructions for the questionnaire were intentionally made
to be quite vague. I did not want to give examples on how an answer should look because
then I would risk steering them in a direction either towards or away from the way that the
system presents problems.
In hindsight I suspect that most of the test subjects interpreted that the goal of the
questionnaire was to identify complaints made against IKEA. This differs a bit from what
the application was doing, namely trying to identify any complaint against anything or
anyone. One example that I noted in going through the questionnaire myself was that tweet
number 38 with the message: ppl who try to re-sell shitty ikea on craigslist really irk me
was not brought up by the test subjects. This tweet clearly shows a negative sentiment
towards individuals who try to sell second hand IKEA products which was also noted by
the application but not by the test subjects.
7.3 Word Count vs Sentence Trees
Originally I wanted to create something along the lines of the sentence tree approach.
This was not possible since, at the time, Watson did not offer the needed detail in the
analysis. The sentence tree approach offers more detailed information to the end user on
how different words were mentioned and in what context. It preserves more of the original
analysis done byWatson. Because of the nature of the design of the application, where the
analysis is done on preprocessed tweets that are stored in a database, there is an advantage
to keepingmore of the original information intact. Thatmeans that amore detailed analysis
can be done. This does however have a major drawback, it means that a lot more data will
be needed to be stored. TheWord Count approach generated relatively little data as it was
mostly a list of words accompanied by values for count and sentiment. When the sentence
tree analysis is conducted it uses a very big amount of RAM. If the application is hosted
on a cloud hosting service such as BlueMix, RAM is expensive and should definitely be
taken into account when evaluating the performance of an algorithm.
The fact that Word Count generated less data also contributed to it being easier to
interpret. The output from the sentence tree analysis takes both time and experience to
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read. When the android application was developed to present the result of the analysis it
was designed to work with the word count approach. If it was to be configured for the
sentence tree data it would need some rework. Such a rework would probably produce a
clearer view of the sentiment. It could be achieved by simply extracting all the actions
that a given entity was involved in since that data is given very clearly by the sentence tree
analysis.
Both of the approaches uses roughly the same algorithm for propagating sentiment
value. As such they should both produce roughly the same results when run on the same
data set. Unfortunately this was not tested because of the time consuming nature prepro-
cessing of the tweets. Ultimately, I find the sentence tree approach to hold greater poten-
tial. The drawback that the output that it produces is more difficult to read, but that can
be mended by extracting specific parts of it. It does however remain a problem that it uses
a lot of memory in the analysis which is something that must be taken into consideration
when using it.
7.4 Presentation
The application that was produced was compatible with the word counting approach in that
it could display words as problems and then display other related words as well as rank
the problems. It was not as compatible with the sentence dependency parsing approach.
This was one of the inherent problems of the sentence dependency parsing approach, it
was hard to present the data in an accessible way. With some work it would have been
possible to present that data by constructing sentences from the trees. But then those trees
would have to be pruned in such a way that the sentences would make sense.
The application also contained a lot of features that were never fully implemented.
Most of these features would however not be very hard to implement and are mostly just
examples of what can be done if one wants to build an application for continuously moni-
toring the state of opinions on the web. If the problem of displaying the information in a
good way is solved I believe that a mobile application can be a good way of keeping track
of the sentiment on different topics.
Using the sentence dependency parsing approach it should be possible to take the trees
it produces and create example sentences. The trees are essentially the sums of many
similar sentences, by comparing the amount of counts on different levels of the trees it
should be able to crudely decide where to make different branches and filter out noise. In
that way it could be possible to produce output in natural language that is easy for end users
to take in while at the same time conserve a significant amount of the origianl information.
7.5 Limitations of the System
7.5.1 Algorithm
There are several limitations to the approach in which the sources were evaluated. First
of all the system treats every sentence individually without context. This means that if
a source says I ate some apples. They were good then the system wouldn’t be able to
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identify that they is referring to the apples. Such information would then be lost. That is
a big limitation since a lot of information is likely phrased in such a fashion. If a topic
frequently mentioned in a positive or negative light then a portion of that will likely still
be expressed in a way that the system can handle. This does however increase the amount
of data that must be processed in order to get good results. The fact that the messages on
Twitter are very short somewhat counteracts this problem.
Another limitation is that the system does not recognize negation. A sentence such
as The cheese is not good would be interpreted as positive statement and the word cheese
would be considered to be affiliated with the adjective good. This is a serious problem as
it can’t be remedied by supplying more data. If there is a common complaint that that is
frequently being worded in a fashion that uses a negation then it would go unnoticed by
the algorithm. Even a smaller amount of these types of sentences will affect the outcome
of the analysis in a directly negative way as they will be interpreted in the opposite way
from what was intended. This problem also has the potential to generate false positives if
a lot of sources were to say that something is for instance not bad.
The same fundamental problem also affects modifiers such as very and slightly. These
words will lose their meaning in the analysis as they are not taken into account. Luckily this
should not affect the outcome of the analysis as much as the general content of a sentence
is still preserved even when ignoring such words.
There is also a problem with linking different words that refer to the same thing. The
system doesn’t take inflection of words into account when compiling the words to see the
frequency of a word. This problemmostly arises when dealing with verbs since they have a
lot of variation of inflection. Another way that this problem manifests itself is through the
use of slang, acronyms and abbreviations as well as misspelling. For instance the words
recalling and recalled will be considered to be separate issues. In another example one
user might be referring to people by writing ppl. If the slang is not consistently used then
it will also be considered separate issues.
When sentiment is propagated from verbs to nouns, it doesn’t take into account how the
verb and noun relate to each other. For instance in the sentences strawberries hate cheese
there is a strong negative sentiment towards cheese but not towards strawberries. The
system however doesn’t recognize that and will distribute and equal amount of negative
sentiment to them both.
7.5.2 Twitter
Since Twitter was used as a source of opinions for this project there are certain patterns
in the data. Twitter has its own inherent syntax and style of writing that can be hard for
Watson to process. For instance tweets often start with the abbreviation RT and a Twitter
handle meaning that the message is a retweet i.e a copy of another users message.
This is troublesome since the parser in Watson doesn’t know how to handle this and
tries to classify it with the rest of the message which can interfere with the analysis. The
messages that are posted on Twitter are also frequently incomplete sentences and generally
use bad grammar. This can easily confuse the parser and make the analysis more difficult.
Tweets also often contain links to articles or images. That means that the information
content of the text is heavily influenced by the context of the image or content of a provided
link. Because of that, a lot of information is lost compared to if a human were to read the
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tweet. The system does not have functionality to analyze the content of images nor does
it try to follow links to analyze content further as it is deemed to be outside of the scope
of this project. It seems fair to assume that if something is frequently discussed at least a
few of the mentions to the topic will explicitly mention the item of interest. So in theory,
this problem should also be lessened by a larger set of data to draw on.
Because of the way that Twitter works with retweets, there is a high risk that the things
that are frequently mentioned are also likely to be content of retweets. This does somewhat
counteract the idea that many of the aforementioned problems could be remedied with
more data. If a big issue is mostly being mentioned in the form of a popular retweet it
might mean that the algorithm misses or misinterprets it due to the analysis being very
blunt.
7.5.3 Tools
I used a third party package (see Chapter A) to do the basic sentiment analysis. This
package is at its core merely a map structure mapping words to a numeric sentiment values.
Thus any sentiment analysis is restricted by the vocabulary of that map. Many adverbs
in particular seemed to be missing from the package. for instance the word amazing is
recognised but amazingly is not.
Since every word as judged one at a time it also means that it has no way of differenti-
ating between different homonyms. For instance the word well could be interpreted as an
adverb as in I am doing well or as a noun as in I got my water from the well. This can lead
to misunderstandings in the analysis.
7.6 Future Development
7.6.1 Negations
There is lots to be done in order to improve the performance of the system. One of the
biggest threats to the accuracy of the system is the fact that it doesn’t take negation into
account. Negation could be handled by looking for negating modifiers after a word in a
tree has been analyzed based on the rest of the context. An example of an equation to
address the issue could look like this:
Sb = Sa(1 − 2n/m) (7.1)
where n is the number of times negated, Sa is the sentiment before negation, Sb is
the sentiment after negation and m is the number of mentions of the original word. This
would completely reverse the sentiment of the word if it was negated every time it was
mentioned, make the net sentiment zero if it was negated half of the times and leave it
unchanged if it was never negated.
7.6.2 Vocabulary of the System
If the system had a bigger vocabulary it would be able to handle more nuances of language.
A further improvement would also be connecting the sentiment to parts of speech as well
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as words. Nasukawa and Yi (2003) used a system where verbs are not only ascribed a
sentiment value but it also specifies how the sentiment propagates from the verb. In other
words it specifies if the sentiment is passed on the subject, object or both. Such a system
would likely improve the accuracy of the results of this system.
An improved system for keeping track of words would ideally also keep track of the
inflection of the words which would allow the system to keep track of the base form of
words. This would likely improve the "understanding" of the system quite a lot.
7.6.3 Adapting to Twitter
It would be possible to filter out certain elements that might cause trouble in the analysis.
For instance when something is retweeted it follows the pattern RT @[Twitterhandle].
Such an action might make the analysis easier for Watson. On the other hand it might
remove relevant information from the content. Such a measure might do harm as well as
good but should nonetheless be considered.
7.7 Watson Evaluation
7.7.1 Services
The results of the sentiment analysis application were not as good as I had initially hoped.
TheWatson tools that I used were however very helpful. The part whereWatsonwas used,
the parsing of sentences into sentence trees, was absolutely crucial for the application. It
helps turn unstructured text data into a more structured format. It did however leave the
rest of the sentiment analysis to me. The availableWatson services in their current state is
not sufficient for creating such an application.
Currently, most of the services available do some very specific task. Such services
are of course useful when trying to construct something belonging to that niche such as
personality analysis, or question and answer applications. There are a few services that
are more general such as the relationship extraction, which was used in this project, and
concept insights which classify words into more abstract concepts.
The specific services have a big advantage in that they are easy to use. Having such
a service is naturally very useful if the application that is being built needs precisely that.
This comes at the cost of the services being only applicable in a very narrow set of prob-
lems.
The other end of the spectrum, the more general services, can be applied to a much
broader set of problems. The relationship extraction service is a good first step in most ap-
plications where information need to be gathered from text consisting of natural language.
In order to use it I had to read up on both the grammar involved and the notation used to
represent different aspects of grammar in the parsing. This type of service comes with the
cost of putting a lot of work and responsibility on the user.
If a company wishes to be successful in distributing similar services they need to weigh
how easy to use a service is versus how generally applicable it is.
I suspect that the use of artificial intelligence services like Watson will become more
popular in the future as their performance improves and the amount of available unstruc-
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tured data increases. It should however also be noted that they are in no way a silver bullet
that can solve any problem. As evident by this project it did not provide sufficient tools
for constructing a good sentiment analysis application.
As artificial intelligence applications are inherently complicated to construct I believe
it will be a good practice to outsource the service to a third party provider. This will
of course mean that the service will not necessarily be tailored for the application that
is being built but can probably be made good enough. Especially so as many artificial
intelligence applications based on machine learning and require a lot of data in order to
train and configure them. That training is probably applicable in a wide range of areas
making it very inefficient if it were to be redone for every application.
7.7.2 Cloud Based vs Traditional Distribution
The fact that the Watson services that I used are cloud based have come with a set of
advantages as well as disadvantages. One big advantage is that is very easy to set up, there
is no need to download anything. The communication is done through REST calls via
a web API. Most (all?) popular programming languages have support for making REST
calls which means that it is independent of language.
There were a few instances where I was having issues with the service being down.
Since they were quite few they did not have a noticeable effect on my work.
As mentioned in the chapter Previous Work there is a problem when handling a large
amount of data, the process becomes slow. Especially if the data is communicated over the
web. This is something that I had to take into account when constructing the application.
This was handled by parsing the tweets one at a time as they were detected by the system.
This design would probably not have changed even if theWatson service that was used was
distributed as a package and incorporated into the application that way. This design does
however have the downside of making it hard to go back and change or redo the analysis
if needed.
Overall I think the fact that the service was accessed via REST calls made it easier to
use. I agree with (Kim, 2009) and (Armbrust et al., 2010) when they predict that the use of
cloud based services will increase. When it comes to artificial intelligence services there
are some issues that I believe need to be taken into account. If there is a large amount of
data that needs to processed and time consumption is critical I would not recommend this
distribution model. Transferring large amounts of data across the Internet is neither quick
nor cheap. A more continuous stream of data as the one that was handled in this project
does however work fine.
Since many artificial intelligence applications are improved using machine learning it
might also be very good for the supplier of the service to use cloud based distribution. De-
pending on how the machine learning is done this might allow the supplier to continuously
improve the product and adapt it to the way that it is being used. This can be achieved ei-
ther if the data that comes in is somehow labeled which allows the supplier to improve the
service using supervised learning. If the service gives the user to opportunity to supply
feedback then that could be used to improve the system. When it comes to large amounts
of data I do not find it very plausible that any of these two models would be implemented
since if the data was already structured then the use of the artificial intelligence algorithm
is often redundant. There probably are not that many users that provide feedback to the
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service especially not if there are more layers between the end user and the supplier of the
service. The case where improvement of the service is likely to happen is if the service
uses some form unsupervised learning. In that case the providers of the service could find
the stream of unstructured data very valuable. If that is the case then that would be a very
strong reason for the supplier to use a cloud based model.
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Conclusion
The project that was used to evaluate the use ofWatson did not yield very satisfying results.
This suggests thatWatson is not a sufficiently powerful tool for that task. There were a lot
of functionality under Section 7.6 Future Development that would potentially increase the
performance of the application. Since most of these were not related to the functionality
of the Watson service that was used it could be concluded that the service worked well.
Further services more related to sentiment analysis would have madeWatson a better tool
for this type of project.
It is also important to take into consideration the domain that the text comes from. As
with this project the domain was Twitter and the text contained notation that is specific to
Twitter such RT to denote that a tweet is a retweet and Twitterhandles.
When all of these things are taken into account it is probably very possible to create a
good sentiment analysis application and Watson will be a very good tool as it provides a
fundamental parsing of text. Watson is however, in it’s current state, not the only tool that
is needed. It also goes to show that Watson is not a silver bullet that can solve any NLP
related problem.
Furthermore I would conclude that the factWatson is accessed via cloud services is for
the most part beneficial for the user. Considering that it is also a very good model for the
supplier of the service I conclude that cloud distribution is a good model for these types
of services. The services were for the most part easy to use and access. The more general
services were harder to use as they require more knowledge from the user. Overall it seems
that this is a step in making the use of artificial intelligence more publicly available.
It should be noted that this project has also been a very limited test of the Watson
services as it has only used one of the services for one project. For a more detailed analysis
of all the services supplied by Watson a further study would need to be done.
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Appendix A
Tools Used
• Node.js
• Node Red
• Cloudant
• Watson
• BlueMix
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Evaluation
B.1 Form layout
The following 75 tweets are tagged with #ikea. Please read each one and answer with a list
of the problems that you identify among the tweets and reference the source (the number
of the tweet). Please provide answers on the following format:
[problem]: reference(s).
A problem is something that’s being mentioned in a negative fashion more than it is
mentioned in a positive fashion. If you don’t think that there is any negative content in any
of the tweets just answer with "no complaints". Please ignore the links.
1. Off to ikea for a desk
2. @BlakeFurnell the ikea thing just made my day
3. RT@lucidreamnjh: ikea makes me so excited to have my own home when I’m older
oh my god
4. @JennieMcGinn @ikeadublin yep!! I love Ikea but not sure I could handle it on a
Saturday!!
5. We did it again #IKEA http://t.co/KDm62JE3TD
6. “@vyforvikings: OMG ICRYTHEIRPROMPICS@IKEAARESOCUTEhttp://t.co/JYDEZL0YeS”
7. @sloane_michael out at Ikea right now! Going to lunch soon with John’s parents.
8. I FREAKING LOVE IKEA
9. im going to ikea :’)
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10. Bought a potted plant in Ikea and didn’t even get out of the car park and my mum
had attempted to kill it.
11. Drove past the 8 towers and ikea that your was soo educational!!!
12. @AndiModus @IKEA meatballs are pretty rad though.
13. Adventuring out to IKEA with Ramya and @jasonharrod
14. You can get a plate full of breakfast food at Ikea for a dollar
15. The ritual blood sacrifice to the gods of Ikea has been performed. This wardrobe
will stand well.
16. I love IKEA!
17. Having Ikea meatballs for dinner tonight yum
18. Home from Ikea I got pretty ribbon,@pmasondesign got grown up adult stuff. Cake
was tasty, Nap now #oldmarriedcouple http://t.co/cswFF1gGao
19. Prepare for next #SWLux on #iot (5-7 June) - "Patrick Nelson: IKEA’s Internet of
Things plans imagine the networked kitchen"
20. Just got out of ikea thank god.. A shop full of zombies all following each other
around.. Never again will I set foot in there... #hateikea
21. @Lidyadayini_ meatballs ikea
22. @slashdotpeter @IKEA so that’s why nothing happened when I was typing "moth-
erlode" on the keyboards
23. LXTechStartups: RT swluxembourg: Prepare for next #SWLux on #iot (5-7 June) -
"Patrick Nelson: IKEA’s Internet of Things plans imagine the
24. my mum and i needed like 2 hours to build my new nightstand, ikea is too difficult
for us
25. Going to Ikea is one of my favorite places to go lmao I just want to buy EVERY-
THING.
26. @seanherriot in Riyadh I get it from Ikea. I think you got Ikea in Jeddah Look there.
27. It just a giant IKEAproject, right? Our future #distillery building. http://t.co/cQAjgGyozy
28. Friends go to ikea and you could win a $100 gift card by taking a selfie at the stand
in ikea! #BetterBedroom
29. @Julius_Guldbog @MikaelForslind I’m in your countries official store. Ikea sells
everything...
30. @pilki42 Its a light strip from IKEA. . . have a feeling I’ve answered why it’s not
working anymore xD
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31. ikea monkey never forget http://t.co/UuyNywYCpz
32. 30 minutes south of Dayton... Since when did you get an Ikea? I’m super jealous
Ohio!
33. RT @96ROSEMaria8: The first assembly instruction for all IKEA furniture should
be: Open 1 Beer.
34. If you go to ikea and take a selfie you can win a $100 gift card when you use the
hashtags #BetterBedroom http://t.co/vEXiQX5UCW
35. IKEA meatball #piff
36. If you’re having a really bad day, just think of how lucky you are that you’re not
waiting in line at #IKEA on a Saturday. #blessed
37. Ikea with ma’ bois http://t.co/B77jqMSOd7
38. ppl who try to re-sell shitty ikea on craigslist really irk me.
39. I just passed ikea and I thought of pewds
40. 2nd epic fail in less than a week, on our @IKEA delivery. 2 wasted days waiting for
delivery. 1st the stuff was damaged 2nd they didn’t show
41. RT @Bad_Acid_: I am just a badly assembled piece of ikea furniture where some-
one thought my heart &amp; soul where extra parts &amp; ended up throw
42. Ikea: legos for adults
43. RT @SexualGif: oh shiiiit. my ex is on sale at IKEA http://t.co/i3fgTinzeR
44. Yes Sweden is home to Spotify, Minecraft, Candy Crush, Abba &amp; IKEA, but
let’s not forget who got the party started... http://t.co/Y3OJ64chkg
45. No one understands how much I love going to ikea
46. bed covers from ikea are so weak they don’t even have buttons at the bottom to stop
the duvet from falling out smh
47. RT@PromPics: They took their prom pics at IKEA#prom2k15 http://t.co/mCysJwpRzh
48. Literally jus saw a chick walking around ikea furniture store wit a samurai sword..
49. RT @steepdecline: Yes Sweden is home to Spotify, Minecraft, Candy Crush, Abba
&amp; IKEA, but let’s not forget who got the party started... htt. . .
50. RT @steepdecline: Yes Sweden is home to Spotify, Minecraft, Candy Crush, Abba
&amp; IKEA, but let’s not forget who got the party started... htt. . .
51. Ahhhh......Ikea. Where people take toddlers to scream and go mental.
52. Following IKEA instructions is the closest I come to following the rules.
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53. RT @steepdecline: Yes Sweden is home to Spotify, Minecraft, Candy Crush, Abba
&amp; IKEA, but let’s not forget who got the party started... htt. . .
54. INVADER IKEAMILLARD FILLMORE TRAVERSING ANY SUBDUE FATU-
OUS EVIDENT CLEAT COMPARE BEEF FLAVOR RAMEN HORSE EBOOKS
YOGHURT MOBCAP
55. RT @TomJosephLaw: The Lion, The Witch, and the IKEA Wardrobe Instructions
#DumbDownABook
56. @TheHungryCloud @IKEA I can only condone this behaviour in working hours if
you buy something for the office called Smutt, Ballz or Sarah
57. RT @TomJosephLaw: The Lion, The Witch, and the IKEA Wardrobe Instructions
#DumbDownABook
58. @willstone_UK @StokieSimon @IKEA tomorrow?
59. RT@hensemkris: rip selera humor. RT@exolooklike: yixing and ikea http://t.co/TXyFBpCmZ6
60. The latest couples therapy technique: Build IKEA furniture together so therapists
can analyze your communication skills. Would U? #IKEA
61. RT @TomJosephLaw: The Lion, The Witch, and the IKEA Wardrobe Instructions
#DumbDownABook
62. RT @TomJosephLaw: The Lion, The Witch, and the IKEA Wardrobe Instructions
#DumbDownABook
63. RT @tayl0rferry: "just hope ikea doesn’t get to him" Dan has lost his chill
64. One out of ten children in Europe are conceived on an IKEA bed.
65. I’ve finally talked enough about Swedes (and possibly meat and balls?) to get IKEA
ads on my TL. I’m so proud of myself :’)
66. RT @TomJosephLaw: The Lion, The Witch, and the IKEA Wardrobe Instructions
#DumbDownABook
67. "@sure_ezy: So over those candles. It’sMay, redecorate! @chrisparente@Kathiejmornings
@KDVR" hopefully ikea is coming in today.
68. The first assembly instruction for all ikea furniture should be: open 1 beer.
69. RT@hensemkris: rip selera humor. RT@exolooklike: yixing and ikea http://t.co/TXyFBpCmZ6
70. RT @exolooklike: yixing and ikea http://t.co/auTfmbKc9k
71. @Vexypuff Argh! They’re frustrating ME. ALLOWME TO READYOUR TALES
SO THAT I MAY GIVE YOU MORE THAN IKEA INPUT.
72. Looking for Ikea stuff? Expedit sofa table &amp; Micke computer desk, both black
brown. $40 each. Msg me if interested http://t.co/vtExiSSFc8
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73. Håkan Nordkvist from @IKEA best tip on how to create the change for a more
sustainable world: "Go all in with passion!"#ClimateSavers
74. @ShoegazeCutie (I miss you! I really hope everything is okay going with your new
life as house husband and professional IKEA assembler.)
75. @tframeAwesome - that’s theway to do it! Glad to hear you guys sorted it@ElecHighway
@IKEA
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Appendix C
Form Answers
C.1 Answers
1. 20,
36,
51
2. "4,
10,
20,
22,
24,
30,
36,
38,
40,
41,
46,
51,
54,
55,
57,
60,
61,
62,
63,
66,
71,
74"
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3. IKEA is often crowded (Tweet 20, 24 and 36). Semi-related: many screaming kids
at ikea (51)
4. "braindead customers (20)
too difficult to assemble products (24)
long lines on saturdays (36)
bad delivery (40)
loud toddlers (51)"
5. "crowded on sturdays: 4
unpleasant customers: 20
instructions to hard: 24
bad quality: 30
crowded on sturdays: 36
no second hand value: 38
delivery is somewhat unreliable: 40
bed linens need closing device of openings: 46
toddler are annoying at ikea: 51
ikea build plans start arguments: 60"
6. bad english: 1-75
7. referring to Ikea as too crowded on saturdays: 4
Referring to the plants as bad quality: 10
Meaning that it is a horrible project to construct an IKEA wardrobe: 15
Meaning that Ikea is crowded and horrible: 20
the furnitures are too complicated to construct: 24
Referring to bad quality: 30
The queues are too long: 36
Meaning the quality is not god enough for second hand: 38
Meaning IKEA is not trustworthy in any way: 40
Referring to IKEA furniture as unstable: 41
Bad quality: 46
People go crazy at IKEA, don’t want to go there: 51
Meaning the wardrobe instructions are too hard to understand: 55
Retweet of the sucky wardrobe instructions: 57
Referring to IKEA constructions as something really complicated: 60
Retweet of the sucky wardrobe instructions: 61
Retweet of the sucky wardrobe instructions: 62
Retweet of the sucky wardrobe instructions: 66"
8. crovded (?) on Saturdays (4),
dislike IKEA customers (20),
hard to assemble (24),
IKEA sells bad things (30),
assembling IKEA furniture takes a while (33, 68),
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long lines at IKEA on Saturdays (36),
don´t like IKEA stuff (38),
waiting for delivery that doesn´t arrive then damaged stuff (40),
bad bedcovers (46),
noisy (51),
hard to assamble (60)
9. "Lots of customers? or hangovers? on a saturday in Dublin?, tweet 4
När man monterar IKEA-produkter slår man sig. Tweet 15
Kund trött på andra kunders beteende, tweet 20
För komplex montering eller dålig beskrivning tweet 24
Kan betyda att IKEA jämställs med saker som inte fungerar tweet 30
För mycket köer på lördagar, tweet 36
begagnat IKEA är lågt värderat tweet 38
IKEA associeras med datorspelskommentarer? tweet 39
däliga leveranser tweet 40
Ikeas möbler ses som låg kvalitet tweet 41
Lakan är inte så bra tweet 46
Man störs av andra kunders barn tweet 51
Det är svårt att montera ikeas möbler tweet 60
Ikea ses om oglamoröst tweet 63
Ikeas dokument anses som ""tunna"" tweet 71"
10. "Refering to Ikea as zombie people : 20
Ikea furniture is hard to assemble : 24
Implying that ikea stuff doesnt work : 30
Long line at Ikea : 36
Refering to ikea as shitty : 38
Complaing about quality of Ikea : 40
Complaining about quality of ikea : 46
Ikea environment is awful : 51
Saying that ikea furniture makes you mad : 60
Saying that ikea makes you mad : 63"
11. "*personen tycker att ikea är jobbigt på lördagar: 4
*inte vidare positivt: 10
*lite negativt att det är så jobbigt att montera möbeln: 15
*vill aldrig tillbaka dit, plus hashtag ""hateikea"" : 20
*jobbigt att montera: 24
*långa köer: 36
*tycker att deras produkter är dåliga : 38
*dålig service: 40
*dåligt med ex? :43
*dålig produkt : 46
*lite nedlåtande:47
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*att det är jobbigt :51
*jobbigt att montera : 60"
12. "A shop full of zombies all following each other around:20
ikea is too difficult for us:24
have a feeling I’ve answered why it’s not working anymore xD:30
waiting in line:36
2wasted dayswaiting for delivery. 1st the stuffwas damaged 2nd they didn’t show:40
toddlers to scream and go mental.:51"
13. "IKEA is busy/a stressful place: 4, 36
IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions: 15, 24,
33,55,57,60,61,62,66,68
IKEA is mentally draining: 20, 36,51,63, 71
IKEA has bad/poor products/service 38, 40,41,46"
C.2 Answers sorted by referenced tweet
The results from the questionnaire showed that a few of the tweets were frequently refer-
enced to as being sources of problems. The tweets sorted by the amount of the time they
were referenced to.
Referenced 10 times:
• tweet nr. 20
message: Just got out of ikea thank god.. A shop full of zombies all following each
other around.. Never again will I set foot in there... #hateikea
Complaints:
Problems:
– IKEA is often crowded
– Braindead customers
– unpleasant customers
– Meaning that Ikea is crowded and horrible
– dislike IKEA customers
– the customer is tired of the other customers behaviour [translated from swedish]
– refering to IKEA as zombie people
– "I never want to go back there", plus hashtag "hateikea"[translated from swedish]
– A shop full of zombies all following each other around
– IKEA is mentally draining
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• tweet nr. 36
message: If you’re having a really bad day, just think of how lucky you are that
you’re not waiting in line at #IKEA on a Saturday. #blessed Problems:
– IKEA is often crowded
– long lines on saturdays
– crowded on saturdays
– referring to Ikea as too crowded on saturdays
– long lines at IKEA on Saturdays
– Too much queuing on Saturdays[translated from Swedish]
– Long line at Ikea
– Long lines[translated from Swedish]
– waiting in line
– IKEA is busy/a stressful place
• tweet nr. 51
message: Ahhhh......Ikea. Where people take toddlers to scream and go mental.
Problems:
– many screaming kids at ikea
– loud toddlers
– toddlers are annoying at ikea
– People go crazy at IKEA, don’t want to go there
– other customers children annoy you[translated from Swedish]
– Ikea environment is awful
– it is annoying[translated from Swedish]
– toddlers to scream and go mental
• tweet nr. 24
message: my mum and i needed like 2 hours to build my new nightstand, ikea is too
difficult for us
Problems:
– IKEA is often crowded
– too difficult to assemble products
– instructions to hard
– the furnitures are too complicated to construct
– hard to assemble
– Assembly is too complex or the instructions are bad[translated from Swedish]
– Ikea furniture is hard to assemble
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– tough to assemble[translated from Swedish]
– ikea is too difficult for us
– IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
Referenced 8 times:
• tweet nr. 4
message: @JennieMcGinn@ikeadublin yep!! I love Ikea but not sure I could handle
it on a Saturday!!
Problems:
– crowded on sturdays
– referring to Ikea as too crowded on saturdays
– crovded (?) on Saturdays
– Lots of customers? or hangovers? on a saturday in Dublin?
– The person finds IKEA to be tough on Saturdays[translated from swedish]
– IKEA is busy/a stressful place
• tweet nr. 40
message: 2nd epic fail in less than a week, on our @IKEA delivery. 2 wasted days
waiting for delivery. 1st the stuff was damaged 2nd they didn’t show
Problems:
– bad delivery
– delivery is somewhat unreliable
– Meaning IKEA is not trustworthy in any way
– waiting for delivery that doesn´t arrive then damaged stuff
– Bad delivery[translated from swedish]
– Complaing about quality of Ikea
– bad service[translated from swedish]
– 2 wasted days waiting for delivery. 1st the stuff was damaged 2nd they didn’t
show
– IKEA has bad/poor products/service
Referenced 7 times:
• tweet nr. 30
message: @pilki42 Its a light strip from IKEA. . . have a feeling I’ve answered why
it’s not working anymore xD
Problems:
– bad quality
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– Referring to bad quality
– IKEA sells bad things
– Can be interpreted as IKEA being associatedwith things that don’t work[translated
from Swedish]
– Implying that ikea stuff doesnt work
– have a feeling I’ve answered why it’s not working anymore xD
–
• tweet nr. 38
message: ppl who try to re-sell shitty ikea on craigslist really irk me.
Problems:
– no second hand value
– Meaning the quality is not god enough for second hand
– don´t like IKEA stuff
– second hand IKEA products have low value[translated from swedish]
– Refering to ikea as shitty
– Thinks their products are bad[translated from Swedish]
– IKEA has bad/poor products/service
• tweet nr. 60
The latest couples therapy technique: Build IKEA furniture together so therapists
can analyze your communication skills. Would U? #IKEA
Problems:
– ikea build plans start arguments
– Referring to IKEA constructions as something really complicated
– hard to assamble
– it is difficult to assemble IKEA furniture[translated from Swedish]
– Saying that ikea furniture makes you mad
– difficult to assemble[translated from Swedish]
– IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
Referenced 4 times:
• tweet nr. 63
message: RT@tayl0rferry: "just hope ikea doesn’t get to him" Dan has lost his chill
Problems:
– IKEA viewed as unglamorous[translated from Swedish]
– Saying that ikea makes you mad
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– IKEA is mentally draining
Referenced 3 times:
• tweet nr. 10
message: Bought a potted plant in Ikea and didn’t even get out of the car park and
my mum had attempted to kill it.
No further details were given
• tweet nr. 15 message: The ritual blood sacrifice to the gods of Ikea has been per-
formed. This wardrobe will stand well.
Problems:
– When you assemble IKEA furniture, you get hurt[translated from Swedish]
– it’s a little negative that it’s so much work to assemble the furniture
– IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• tweet nr. 33
message: RT @96ROSEMaria8: The first assembly instruction for all IKEA furni-
ture should be: Open 1 Beer.
Problems:
– assembling IKEA furniture takes a while
– IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• tweet nr. 55
message: RT @TomJosephLaw: The Lion, The Witch, and the IKEA Wardrobe In-
structions #DumbDownABook
Problems:
– Meaning the wardrobe instructions are too hard to understand
– IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• tweet nr. 57
message: RT @TomJosephLaw: The Lion, The Witch, and the IKEA Wardrobe In-
structions #DumbDownABook
Problems:
– Retweet of the sucky wardrobe instructions
– IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• tweet nr. 61
message: RT @TomJosephLaw: The Lion, The Witch, and the IKEA Wardrobe In-
structions #DumbDownABook
Problems:
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– Retweet of the sucky wardrobe instructions
– IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• tweet nr. 62
message: RT @TomJosephLaw: The Lion, The Witch, and the IKEA Wardrobe In-
structions #DumbDownABook
Problems:
– Retweet of the sucky wardrobe instructions
– IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• tweet nr. 66
message: RT @TomJosephLaw: The Lion, The Witch, and the IKEA Wardrobe In-
structions #DumbDownABook
Problems:
– Retweet of the sucky wardrobe instructions
– IKEAS furniture is difficult to assemble/have bad assembly instructions
• tweet nr. 71
message: @Vexypuff Argh! They’re frustrating ME. ALLOW ME TO READ YOUR
TALES SO THAT I MAY GIVE YOU MORE THAN IKEA INPUT.
Problems:
– Ikeas document are viewed as "thin"/"vague"(?)[translated from Swedish]
• IKEA is mentally draining
Referenced once:
• tweet nr. 22
message: @slashdotpeter@IKEA so that’s why nothing happenedwhen I was typing
"motherlode" on the keyboards
No further details were given
• tweet nr. 39
message: I just passed ikea and I thought of pewds
Problems:
– IKEA is being associatedwith video game comments?[translated fromSwedish]
• tweet nr. 43
message: RT@SexualGif: oh shiiiit. my ex is on sale at IKEA http://t.co/i3fgTinzeR
Problems:
– Ex is bad?
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• tweet nr. 54
message: INVADER IKEA MILLARD FILLMORE TRAVERSING ANY SUBDUE
FATUOUSEVIDENTCLEATCOMPAREBEEFFLAVORRAMENHORSEEBOOKS
YOGHURT MOBCAP
No further details were given
• tweet nr. 74
message: @ShoegazeCutie (I miss you! I really hope everything is okay going with
your new life as house husband and professional IKEA assembler.)
No further details were given
C.3 Automatic analysis results
C.3.1 Problem no. 1
1 {
2 word:’piece ’,
3 count:1,
4 tree:{
5 word:’piece ’,
6 POS:’NN’,
7 dependsOn:’5’,
8 relationship:’dobj ’,
9 count:1,
10 children:{
11 _key:’word ’,
12 a:{
13 word:’a’,
14 POS:’DT’,
15 dependsOn:’9’,
16 relationship:’det ’,
17 count:1,
18 children:{
19 _key:’word ’
20 }
21 },
22 assembled:{
23 word:’assembled ’,
24 POS:’VBN ’,
25 dependsOn:’9’,
26 relationship:’amod ’,
27 count:1,
28 children:{
29 _key:’word ’,
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30 badly:{
31 word:’badly ’,
32 POS:’RB’,
33 dependsOn:’8’,
34 relationship:’advmod ’,
35 count:1,
36 children:{
37 _key:’word ’
38 }
39 }
40 }
41 },
42 furniture:{
43 word:’furniture ’,
44 POS:’NN’,
45 dependsOn:’9’,
46 relationship:’nmod ’,
47 count:1,
48 children:{
49 _key:’word ’,
50 of:{
51 word:’of’,
52 POS:’IN’,
53 dependsOn:’12’,
54 relationship:’case ’,
55 count:1,
56 children:{
57 _key:’word ’
58 }
59 },
60 ikea:{
61 word:’ikea ’,
62 POS:’NN’,
63 dependsOn:’12’,
64 relationship:’compound ’,
65 count:1,
66 children:{
67 _key:’word ’
68 }
69 },
70 thought:{
71 word:’thought ’,
72 POS:’VBD ’,
73 dependsOn:’12’,
74 relationship:’relcl ’,
75 count:1,
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76 children:{
77 _key:’word ’,
78 where:{
79 word:’where ’,
80 POS:’WRB ’,
81 dependsOn:’15’,
82 relationship:’advmod ’,
83 count:1,
84 children:{
85 _key:’word ’
86 }
87 },
88 someone:{
89 word:’someone ’,
90 POS:’NN’,
91 dependsOn:’15’,
92 relationship:’nsubj ’,
93 count:1,
94 children:{
95 _key:’word ’
96 }
97 },
98 soul:{
99 word:’soul ’,
100 POS:’NN’,
101 dependsOn:’15’,
102 relationship:’dobj ’,
103 count:1,
104 children:{
105 _key:’word ’,
106 my:{
107 word:’my’,
108 POS:’PRP\$’,
109 dependsOn:’19’,
110 relationship:’poss ’,
111 count:1,
112 children:{
113 _key:’word ’
114 }
115 },
116 heart:{
117 word:’heart ’,
118 POS:’NN’,
119 dependsOn:’19’,
120 relationship:’compound ’,
121 count:1,
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122 children:{
123 _key:’word ’
124 }
125 },
126 ’&amp;’:{
127 word:’&amp;’,
128 POS:’NN’,
129 dependsOn:’19’,
130 relationship:’compound ’,
131 count:1,
132 children:{
133 _key:’word ’
134 }
135 },
136 throw:{
137 word:’throw ’,
138 POS:’VBP ’,
139 dependsOn:’19’,
140 relationship:’relcl ’,
141 count:1,
142 children:{
143 _key:’word ’,
144 where:{
145 word:’where ’,
146 POS:’WRB ’,
147 dependsOn:’26’,
148 relationship:’advmod ’
,
149 count:1,
150 children:{
151 _key:’word ’
152 }
153 },
154 parts:{
155 word:’parts ’,
156 POS:’NNS ’,
157 dependsOn:’26’,
158 relationship:’nsubj ’,
159 count:1,
160 children:{
161 _key:’word ’,
162 extra:{
163 word:’extra ’,
164 POS:’JJ’,
165 dependsOn:’22’,
166 relationship:’
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amod ’,
167 count:1,
168 children:{
169 _key:’word ’
170 }
171 },
172 ’&amp;’:{
173 word:’&amp;’,
174 POS:’CC’,
175 dependsOn:’22’,
176 relationship:’cc’
,
177 count:1,
178 children:{
179 _key:’word ’
180 }
181 }
182 }
183 },
184 ended:{
185 word:’ended ’,
186 POS:’VBD ’,
187 dependsOn:’26’,
188 relationship:’ccomp ’,
189 count:1,
190 children:{
191 _key:’word ’,
192 up:{
193 word:’up’,
194 POS:’RP’,
195 dependsOn:’24’,
196 relationship:’prt
’,
197 count:1,
198 children:{
199 _key:’word ’
200 }
201 }
202 }
203 },
204 ’...’:{
205 word: ’...’,
206 POS:’NNP ’,
207 dependsOn:’26’,
208 relationship:’dobj ’,
209 count:1,
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210 children:{
211 _key:’word ’
212 }
213 }
214 }
215 }
216 }
217 }
218 }
219 }
220 }
221 }
222 }
223 },
224 actions:{
225 _key:’word ’
226 },
227 actedOn:{
228 _key:’word ’
229 },
230 sentiment:-3
231 }
C.3.2 Problem no. 2
1 {
2 word:’ppl ’,
3 count:1,
4 tree:{
5 word:’ppl ’,
6 POS:’NN’,
7 dependsOn:’-1’,
8 relationship:’root ’,
9 count:1,
10 children:{
11 _key:’word ’,
12 try:{
13 word:’try ’,
14 POS:’VBP ’,
15 dependsOn:’0’,
16 relationship:’relcl ’,
17 count:1,
18 children:{
19 _key:’word ’,
20 who:{
21 word:’who ’,
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22 POS:’WP’,
23 dependsOn:’2’,
24 relationship:’nsubj ’,
25 count:1,
26 children:{
27 _key:’word ’
28 }
29 },
30 ’re-sell ’:{
31 word:’re-sell ’,
32 POS:’VB’,
33 dependsOn:’2’,
34 relationship:’xcomp ’,
35 count:1,
36 children:{
37 _key:’word ’,
38 to:{
39 word:’to’,
40 POS:’TO’,
41 dependsOn:’4’,
42 relationship:’mark ’,
43 count:1,
44 children:{
45 _key:’word ’
46 }
47 },
48 ikea:{
49 word:’ikea ’,
50 POS:’NN’,
51 dependsOn:’4’,
52 relationship:’dobj ’,
53 count:1,
54 children:{
55 _key:’word ’,
56 shitty:{
57 word:’shitty ’,
58 POS:’JJ’,
59 dependsOn:’6’,
60 relationship:’amod ’,
61 count:1,
62 children:{
63 _key:’word ’
64 }
65 }
66 }
67 },
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68 craigslist:{
69 word:’craigslist ’,
70 POS:’NN’,
71 dependsOn:’4’,
72 relationship:’nmod ’,
73 count:1,
74 children:{
75 _key:’word ’,
76 on:{
77 word:’on’,
78 POS:’IN’,
79 dependsOn:’8’,
80 relationship:’case ’,
81 count:1,
82 children:{
83 _key:’word ’
84 }
85 }
86 }
87 },
88 really:{
89 word:’really ’,
90 POS:’RB’,
91 dependsOn:’4’,
92 relationship:’advmod ’,
93 count:1,
94 children:{
95 _key:’word ’
96 }
97 },
98 irk:{
99 word:’irk ’,
100 POS:’VB’,
101 dependsOn:’4’,
102 relationship:’nfincl ’,
103 count:1,
104 children:{
105 _key:’word ’,
106 me:{
107 word:’me’,
108 POS:’PRP ’,
109 dependsOn:’10’,
110 relationship:’dobj ’,
111 count:1,
112 children:{
113 _key:’word ’
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114 }
115 }
116 }
117 }
118 }
119 }
120 }
121 },
122 ’.’:{
123 word:’.’,
124 POS:’.’,
125 dependsOn:’0’,
126 relationship:’punct ’,
127 count:1,
128 children:{
129 _key:’word ’
130 }
131 }
132 }
133 },
134 actions:{
135 _key:’word ’
136 },
137 actedOn:{
138 _key:’word ’
139 },
140 sentiment:-3
141 }
C.3.3 Problem no. 3
1 {
2 word:’day ’,
3 count:2,
4 tree:{
5 word:’day ’,
6 POS:’NN’,
7 dependsOn:’5’,
8 relationship:’dobj ’,
9 count:2,
10 children:{
11 _key:’word ’,
12 my:{
13 word:’my’,
14 POS:’PRP\$’,
15 dependsOn:’7’,
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16 relationship:’poss ’,
17 count:1,
18 children:{
19 _key:’word ’
20 }
21 },
22 a:{
23 word:’a’,
24 POS:’DT’,
25 dependsOn:’7’,
26 relationship:’det ’,
27 count:1,
28 children:{
29 _key:’word ’
30 }
31 },
32 bad:{
33 word:’bad ’,
34 POS:’JJ’,
35 dependsOn:’7’,
36 relationship:’amod ’,
37 count:1,
38 children:{
39 _key:’word ’,
40 really:{
41 word:’really ’,
42 POS:’RB’,
43 dependsOn:’6’,
44 relationship:’advmod ’,
45 count:1,
46 children:{
47 _key:’word ’
48 }
49 }
50 }
51 }
52 }
53 },
54 actions:{
55 _key:’word ’
56 },
57 actedOn:{
58 _key:’word ’,
59 made:{
60 word:’made ’,
61 POS:’VBD ’,
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62 dependsOn:’0’,
63 relationship:’ccomp ’,
64 count:1,
65 children:{
66 _key:’word ’,
67 thing:{
68 word:’thing ’,
69 POS:’NN’,
70 dependsOn:’5’,
71 relationship:’nsubj ’,
72 count:1,
73 children:{
74 _key:’word ’,
75 the:{
76 word:’the ’,
77 POS:’DT’,
78 dependsOn:’3’,
79 relationship:’det ’,
80 count:1,
81 children:{
82 _key:’word ’
83 }
84 },
85 ikea:{
86 word:’ikea ’,
87 POS:’JJ’,
88 dependsOn:’3’,
89 relationship:’amod ’,
90 count:1,
91 children:{
92 _key:’word ’
93 }
94 }
95 }
96 },
97 just:{
98 word:’just ’,
99 POS:’RB’,
100 dependsOn:’5’,
101 relationship:’advmod ’,
102 count:1,
103 children:{
104 _key:’word ’
105 }
106 },
107 day:{
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108 word:’day ’,
109 POS:’NN’,
110 dependsOn:’5’,
111 relationship:’dobj ’,
112 count:1,
113 children:{
114 _key:’word ’,
115 my:{
116 word:’my’,
117 POS:’PRP\$’,
118 dependsOn:’7’,
119 relationship:’poss ’,
120 count:1,
121 children:{
122 _key:’word ’
123 }
124 }
125 }
126 }
127 }
128 },
129 having:{
130 word:’having ’,
131 POS:’VBG ’,
132 dependsOn:’10’,
133 relationship:’advcl ’,
134 count:1,
135 children:{
136 _key:’word ’,
137 If:{
138 word:’If’,
139 POS:’IN’,
140 dependsOn:’3’,
141 relationship:’mark ’,
142 count:1,
143 children:{
144 _key:’word ’
145 }
146 },
147 you:{
148 word:’you ’,
149 POS:’PRP ’,
150 dependsOn:’3’,
151 relationship:’nsubj ’,
152 count:1,
153 children:{
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154 _key:’word ’
155 }
156 },
157 ’\’re’:{
158 word:’\’re’,
159 POS:’VBP ’,
160 dependsOn:’3’,
161 relationship:’aux ’,
162 count:1,
163 children:{
164 _key:’word ’
165 }
166 },
167 day:{
168 word:’day ’,
169 POS:’NN’,
170 dependsOn:’3’,
171 relationship:’dobj ’,
172 count:1,
173 children:{
174 _key:’word ’,
175 a:{
176 word:’a’,
177 POS:’DT’,
178 dependsOn:’7’,
179 relationship:’det ’,
180 count:1,
181 children:{
182 _key:’word ’
183 }
184 },
185 bad:{
186 word:’bad ’,
187 POS:’JJ’,
188 dependsOn:’7’,
189 relationship:’amod ’,
190 count:1,
191 children:{
192 _key:’word ’,
193 really:{
194 word:’really ’,
195 POS:’RB’,
196 dependsOn:’6’,
197 relationship:’advmod ’,
198 count:1,
199 children:{
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200 _key:’word ’
201 }
202 }
203 }
204 }
205 }
206 }
207 }
208 }
209 },
210 sentiment:-3
211 }
C.3.4 Problem no. 4
1 {
2 word:’@steepdecline ’,
3 count:3,
4 tree:{
5 word:’@steepdecline ’,
6 POS:’NN’,
7 dependsOn:’30’,
8 relationship:’nsubj ’,
9 count:3,
10 children:{
11 _key:’word ’,
12 RT:{
13 word:’RT’,
14 POS:’JJ’,
15 dependsOn:’1’,
16 relationship:’amod ’,
17 count:3,
18 children:{
19 _key:’word ’
20 }
21 },
22 ’:’:{
23 word:’:’,
24 POS:’:’,
25 dependsOn:’1’,
26 relationship:’punct ’,
27 count:3,
28 children:{
29 _key:’word ’
30 }
31 },
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32 let:{
33 word:’let ’,
34 POS:’VB’,
35 dependsOn:’1’,
36 relationship:’nfincl ’,
37 count:3,
38 children:{
39 _key:’word ’,
40 home:{
41 word:’home ’,
42 POS:’NN’,
43 dependsOn:’20’,
44 relationship:’nsubj ’,
45 count:3,
46 children:{
47 _key:’word ’,
48 Sweden:{
49 word:’Sweden ’,
50 POS:’NNP ’,
51 dependsOn:’6’,
52 relationship:’npmod ’,
53 count:3,
54 children:{
55 _key:’word ’,
56 Yes:{
57 word:’Yes ’,
58 POS:’NNP ’,
59 dependsOn:’4’,
60 relationship:’name ’,
61 count:3,
62 children:{
63 _key:’word ’
64 }
65 }
66 }
67 },
68 is:{
69 word:’is’,
70 POS:’VBZ ’,
71 dependsOn:’6’,
72 relationship:’cop ’,
73 count:3,
74 children:{
75 _key:’word ’
76 }
77 },
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78 IKEA:{
79 word:’IKEA ’,
80 POS:’NNP ’,
81 dependsOn:’6’,
82 relationship:’nmod ’,
83 count:3,
84 children:{
85 _key:’word ’,
86 to:{
87 word:’to’,
88 POS:’TO’,
89 dependsOn:’17’,
90 relationship:’case ’,
91 count:3,
92 children:{
93 _key:’word ’
94 }
95 },
96 Crush:{
97 word:’Crush ’,
98 POS:’NNP ’,
99 dependsOn:’17’,
100 relationship:’nmod ’,
101 count:3,
102 children:{
103 _key:’word ’,
104 Minecraft:{
105 word:’Minecraft ’,
106 POS:’NNP ’,
107 dependsOn:’13’,
108 relationship:’npmod ’,
109 count:3,
110 children:{
111 _key:’word ’,
112 Spotify:{
113 word:’Spotify ’,
114 POS:’NNP ’,
115 dependsOn:’10’,
116 relationship:’
npmod ’,
117 count:3,
118 children:{
119 _key:’word ’
120 }
121 },
122 ’,’:{
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123 word:’,’,
124 POS:’,’,
125 dependsOn:’10’,
126 relationship:’
punct ’,
127 count:3,
128 children:{
129 _key:’word ’
130 }
131 }
132 }
133 },
134 ’,’:{
135 word:’,’,
136 POS:’,’,
137 dependsOn:’13’,
138 relationship:’punct ’,
139 count:3,
140 children:{
141 _key:’word ’
142 }
143 },
144 Candy:{
145 word:’Candy ’,
146 POS:’NNP ’,
147 dependsOn:’13’,
148 relationship:’name ’,
149 count:3,
150 children:{
151 _key:’word ’
152 }
153 }
154 }
155 },
156 ’,’:{
157 word:’,’,
158 POS:’,’,
159 dependsOn:’17’,
160 relationship:’punct ’,
161 count:3,
162 children:{
163 _key:’word ’
164 }
165 },
166 Abba:{
167 word:’Abba ’,
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168 POS:’NNP ’,
169 dependsOn:’17’,
170 relationship:’name ’,
171 count:3,
172 children:{
173 _key:’word ’
174 }
175 },
176 ’&amp;’:{
177 word:’&amp;’,
178 POS:’NNP ’,
179 dependsOn:’17’,
180 relationship:’name ’,
181 count:3,
182 children:{
183 _key:’word ’
184 }
185 }
186 }
187 }
188 }
189 },
190 ’,’:{
191 word:’,’,
192 POS:’,’,
193 dependsOn:’20’,
194 relationship:’punct ’,
195 count:3,
196 children:{
197 _key:’word ’
198 }
199 },
200 but:{
201 word:’but ’,
202 POS:’CC’,
203 dependsOn:’20’,
204 relationship:’cc’,
205 count:3,
206 children:{
207 _key:’word ’
208 }
209 },
210 forget:{
211 word:’forget ’,
212 POS:’VB’,
213 dependsOn:’20’,
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214 relationship:’xcomp ’,
215 count:3,
216 children:{
217 _key:’word ’,
218 ’\’s’:{
219 word:’\’s’,
220 POS:’PRP ’,
221 dependsOn:’23’,
222 relationship:’nsubj ’,
223 count:3,
224 children:{
225 _key:’word ’
226 }
227 },
228 not:{
229 word:’not ’,
230 POS:’RB’,
231 dependsOn:’23’,
232 relationship:’neg ’,
233 count:3,
234 children:{
235 _key:’word ’
236 }
237 },
238 got:{
239 word:’got ’,
240 POS:’VBD ’,
241 dependsOn:’23’,
242 relationship:’relcl ’,
243 count:3,
244 children:{
245 _key:’word ’,
246 who:{
247 word:’who ’,
248 POS:’WP’,
249 dependsOn:’25’,
250 relationship:’nsubj ’,
251 count:3,
252 children:{
253 _key:’word ’
254 }
255 },
256 started:{
257 word:’started ’,
258 POS:’VBD ’,
259 dependsOn:’25’,
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260 relationship:’ccomp ’,
261 count:3,
262 children:{
263 _key:’word ’,
264 party:{
265 word:’party ’,
266 POS:’NN’,
267 dependsOn:’28’,
268 relationship:’nsubj ’,
269 count:3,
270 children:{
271 _key:’word ’,
272 the:{
273 word:’the ’,
274 POS:’DT’,
275 dependsOn:’27’,
276 relationship:’det
’,
277 count:3,
278 children:{
279 _key:’word ’
280 }
281 }
282 }
283 }
284 }
285 }
286 }
287 }
288 }
289 }
290 }
291 },
292 ’...’:{
293 word: ’...’,
294 POS:’NFP ’,
295 dependsOn:’1’,
296 relationship:’punct ’,
297 count:3,
298 children:{
299 _key:’word ’
300 }
301 }
302 }
303 },
304 actions:{
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305 _key:’word ’,
306 htt:{
307 word:’htt ’,
308 POS:’VB’,
309 dependsOn:’-1’,
310 relationship:’root ’,
311 count:3,
312 children:{
313 _key:’word ’,
314 ’@steepdecline ’:{
315 word:’@steepdecline ’,
316 POS:’NN’,
317 dependsOn:’30’,
318 relationship:’nsubj ’,
319 count:3,
320 children:{
321 _key:’word ’,
322 RT:{
323 word:’RT’,
324 POS:’JJ’,
325 dependsOn:’1’,
326 relationship:’amod ’,
327 count:3,
328 children:{
329 _key:’word ’
330 }
331 },
332 ’:’:{
333 word:’:’,
334 POS:’:’,
335 dependsOn:’1’,
336 relationship:’punct ’,
337 count:3,
338 children:{
339 _key:’word ’
340 }
341 },
342 let:{
343 word:’let ’,
344 POS:’VB’,
345 dependsOn:’1’,
346 relationship:’nfincl ’,
347 count:3,
348 children:{
349 _key:’word ’,
350 home:{
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351 word:’home ’,
352 POS:’NN’,
353 dependsOn:’20’,
354 relationship:’nsubj ’,
355 count:3,
356 children:{
357 _key:’word ’,
358 Sweden:{
359 word:’Sweden ’,
360 POS:’NNP ’,
361 dependsOn:’6’,
362 relationship:’npmod ’,
363 count:3,
364 children:{
365 _key:’word ’,
366 Yes:{
367 word:’Yes ’,
368 POS:’NNP ’,
369 dependsOn:’4’,
370 relationship:’name ’
,
371 count:3,
372 children:{
373 _key:’word ’
374 }
375 }
376 }
377 },
378 is:{
379 word:’is’,
380 POS:’VBZ ’,
381 dependsOn:’6’,
382 relationship:’cop ’,
383 count:3,
384 children:{
385 _key:’word ’
386 }
387 },
388 IKEA:{
389 word:’IKEA ’,
390 POS:’NNP ’,
391 dependsOn:’6’,
392 relationship:’nmod ’,
393 count:3,
394 children:{
395 _key:’word ’,
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396 to:{
397 word:’to’,
398 POS:’TO’,
399 dependsOn:’17’,
400 relationship:’case ’
,
401 count:3,
402 children:{
403 _key:’word ’
404 }
405 },
406 Crush:{
407 word:’Crush ’,
408 POS:’NNP ’,
409 dependsOn:’17’,
410 relationship:’nmod ’
,
411 count:3,
412 children:{
413 _key:’word ’,
414 Minecraft:{
415 word:’Minecraft
’,
416 POS:’NNP ’,
417 dependsOn:’13’,
418 relationship:’
npmod ’,
419 count:3,
420 children:{
421 _key:’word ’,
422 Spotify:{
423 word:’
Spotify ’,
424 POS:’NNP ’,
425 dependsOn:’
10’,
426 relationship
:’npmod ’,
427 count:3,
428 children:{
429 _key:’
word ’
430 }
431 },
432 ’,’:{
433 word:’,’,
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434 POS:’,’,
435 dependsOn:’
10’,
436 relationship
:’punct ’,
437 count:3,
438 children:{
439 _key:’
word ’
440 }
441 }
442 }
443 },
444 ’,’:{
445 word:’,’,
446 POS:’,’,
447 dependsOn:’13’,
448 relationship:’
punct ’,
449 count:3,
450 children:{
451 _key:’word ’
452 }
453 },
454 Candy:{
455 word:’Candy ’,
456 POS:’NNP ’,
457 dependsOn:’13’,
458 relationship:’
name ’,
459 count:3,
460 children:{
461 _key:’word ’
462 }
463 }
464 }
465 },
466 ’,’:{
467 word:’,’,
468 POS:’,’,
469 dependsOn:’17’,
470 relationship:’punct
’,
471 count:3,
472 children:{
473 _key:’word ’
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474 }
475 },
476 Abba:{
477 word:’Abba ’,
478 POS:’NNP ’,
479 dependsOn:’17’,
480 relationship:’name ’
,
481 count:3,
482 children:{
483 _key:’word ’
484 }
485 },
486 ’&amp;’:{
487 word:’&amp;’,
488 POS:’NNP ’,
489 dependsOn:’17’,
490 relationship:’name ’
,
491 count:3,
492 children:{
493 _key:’word ’
494 }
495 }
496 }
497 }
498 }
499 },
500 ’,’:{
501 word:’,’,
502 POS:’,’,
503 dependsOn:’20’,
504 relationship:’punct ’,
505 count:3,
506 children:{
507 _key:’word ’
508 }
509 },
510 but:{
511 word:’but ’,
512 POS:’CC’,
513 dependsOn:’20’,
514 relationship:’cc’,
515 count:3,
516 children:{
517 _key:’word ’
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518 }
519 },
520 forget:{
521 word:’forget ’,
522 POS:’VB’,
523 dependsOn:’20’,
524 relationship:’xcomp ’,
525 count:3,
526 children:{
527 _key:’word ’,
528 ’\’s’:{
529 word:’\’s’,
530 POS:’PRP ’,
531 dependsOn:’23’,
532 relationship:’nsubj ’,
533 count:3,
534 children:{
535 _key:’word ’
536 }
537 },
538 not:{
539 word:’not ’,
540 POS:’RB’,
541 dependsOn:’23’,
542 relationship:’neg ’,
543 count:3,
544 children:{
545 _key:’word ’
546 }
547 },
548 got:{
549 word:’got ’,
550 POS:’VBD ’,
551 dependsOn:’23’,
552 relationship:’relcl ’,
553 count:3,
554 children:{
555 _key:’word ’,
556 who:{
557 word:’who ’,
558 POS:’WP’,
559 dependsOn:’25’,
560 relationship:’nsubj
’,
561 count:3,
562 children:{
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563 _key:’word ’
564 }
565 },
566 started:{
567 word:’started ’,
568 POS:’VBD ’,
569 dependsOn:’25’,
570 relationship:’ccomp
’,
571 count:3,
572 children:{
573 _key:’word ’,
574 party:{
575 word:’party ’,
576 POS:’NN’,
577 dependsOn:’28’,
578 relationship:’
nsubj ’,
579 count:3,
580 children:{
581 _key:’word ’,
582 the:{
583 word:’the ’,
584 POS:’DT’,
585 dependsOn:’
27’,
586 relationship
:’det ’,
587 count:3,
588 children:{
589 _key:’
word ’
590 }
591 }
592 }
593 }
594 }
595 }
596 }
597 }
598 }
599 }
600 }
601 },
602 ’...’:{
603 word: ’...’,
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604 POS:’NFP ’,
605 dependsOn:’1’,
606 relationship:’punct ’,
607 count:3,
608 children:{
609 _key:’word ’
610 }
611 }
612 }
613 },
614 ’...’:{
615 word: ’...’,
616 POS:’NNP ’,
617 dependsOn:’30’,
618 relationship:’dobj ’,
619 count:3,
620 children:{
621 _key:’word ’
622 }
623 }
624 }
625 }
626 },
627 actedOn:{
628 _key:’word ’
629 },
630 sentiment:-3
631 }
C.3.5 Problem no. 5
1 {
2 word:’Dan ’,
3 count:1,
4 tree:{
5 word:’Dan ’,
6 POS:’NNP ’,
7 dependsOn:’15’,
8 relationship:’nsubj ’,
9 count:1,
10 children:{
11 _key:’word ’
12 }
13 },
14 actions:{
15 _key:’word ’,
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16 lost:{
17 word:’lost ’,
18 POS:’VBN ’,
19 dependsOn:’9’,
20 relationship:’nfincl ’,
21 count:1,
22 children:{
23 _key:’word ’,
24 Dan:{
25 word:’Dan ’,
26 POS:’NNP ’,
27 dependsOn:’15’,
28 relationship:’nsubj ’,
29 count:1,
30 children:{
31 _key:’word ’
32 }
33 },
34 has:{
35 word:’has ’,
36 POS:’VBZ ’,
37 dependsOn:’15’,
38 relationship:’aux ’,
39 count:1,
40 children:{
41 _key:’word ’
42 }
43 },
44 chill:{
45 word:’chill ’,
46 POS:’NN’,
47 dependsOn:’15’,
48 relationship:’dobj ’,
49 count:1,
50 children:{
51 _key:’word ’,
52 his:{
53 word:’his ’,
54 POS:’PRP\$’,
55 dependsOn:’17’,
56 relationship:’poss ’,
57 count:1,
58 children:{
59 _key:’word ’
60 }
61 }
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62 }
63 }
64 }
65 }
66 },
67 actedOn:{
68 _key:’word ’
69 },
70 sentiment:-3
71 }
C.4 Demographics of the participants of the
test
out of the 13 participants there were:
•
C.5 Sentence tree test, complete results
C.5.1 Problem no. 1
1 {
2 "word":"rooms",
3 "count":260,
4 "tree":{
5 "word":"rooms",
6 "POS":"NNS",
7 "dependsOn":"3",
8 "relationship":"nmod",
9 "count":260,
10 "children":{
11 "_key":"word",
12 "of":{
13 "word":"of",
14 "POS":"IN",
15 "dependsOn":"7",
16 "relationship":"case",
17 "count":218,
18 "children":{
19 "_key":"word"
20 }
21 },
22 "the":{
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23 "word":"the",
24 "POS":"DT",
25 "dependsOn":"7",
26 "relationship":"det",
27 "count":219,
28 "children":{
29 "_key":"word"
30 }
31 },
32 "fake":{
33 "word":"fake",
34 "POS":"JJ",
35 "dependsOn":"7",
36 "relationship":"amod",
37 "count":225,
38 "children":{
39 "_key":"word"
40 }
41 },
42 "Ikea":{
43 "word":"Ikea",
44 "POS":"NNP",
45 "dependsOn":"7",
46 "relationship":"nmod",
47 "count":212,
48 "children":{
49 "_key":"word",
50 "at":{
51 "word":"at",
52 "POS":"IN",
53 "dependsOn":"9",
54 "relationship":"case",
55 "count":211,
56 "children":{
57 "_key":"word"
58 }
59 }
60 }
61 }
62 }
63 },
64 "actions":[
65 {
66 "word":"have",
67 "POS":"VB",
68 "dependsOn":"-1",
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69 "relationship":"root",
70 "count":20,
71 "children":{
72 "_key":"word",
73 "rooms":{
74 "word":"rooms",
75 "POS":"NNS",
76 "dependsOn":"7",
77 "relationship":"nsubj",
78 "count":20,
79 "children":{
80 "_key":"word",
81 "those":{
82 "word":"those",
83 "POS":"DT",
84 "dependsOn":"3",
85 "relationship":"det",
86 "count":12,
87 "children":{
88 "_key":"word"
89 }
90 },
91 "fake":{
92 "word":"fake",
93 "POS":"JJ",
94 "dependsOn":"3",
95 "relationship":"amod",
96 "count":12,
97 "children":{
98 "_key":"word"
99 }
100 },
101 "living":{
102 "word":"living",
103 "POS":"NN",
104 "dependsOn":"3",
105 "relationship":"compound",
106 "count":20,
107 "children":{
108 "_key":"word"
109 }
110 },
111 "IKEA":{
112 "word":"IKEA",
113 "POS":"NNP",
114 "dependsOn":"3",
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115 "relationship":"nmod",
116 "count":20,
117 "children":{
118 "_key":"word",
119 "at":{
120 "word":"at",
121 "POS":"IN",
122 "dependsOn":"5",
123 "relationship":"case",
124 "count":20,
125 "children":{
126 "_key":"word"
127 }
128 }
129 }
130 },
131 "@IreneWattson":{
132 "word":"@IreneWattson",
133 "POS":"NNP",
134 "dependsOn":"6",
135 "relationship":"npmod",
136 "count":4,
137 "children":{
138 "_key":"word",
139 "RT":{
140 "word":"RT",
141 "POS":"NNP",
142 "dependsOn":"1",
143 "relationship":"name",
144 "count":4,
145 "children":{
146 "_key":"word"
147 }
148 }
149 }
150 },
151 ":":{
152 "word":":",
153 "POS":":",
154 "dependsOn":"6",
155 "relationship":"punct",
156 "count":12,
157 "children":{
158 "_key":"word"
159 }
160 },
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161 "@blockarella":{
162 "word":"@blockarella",
163 "POS":"NNP",
164 "dependsOn":"5",
165 "relationship":"npmod",
166 "count":8,
167 "children":{
168 "_key":"word",
169 "RT":{
170 "word":"RT",
171 "POS":"NNP",
172 "dependsOn":"1",
173 "relationship":"name",
174 "count":8,
175 "children":{
176 "_key":"word"
177 }
178 }
179 }
180 },
181 "Fake":{
182 "word":"Fake",
183 "POS":"NNP",
184 "dependsOn":"5",
185 "relationship":"name",
186 "count":8,
187 "children":{
188 "_key":"word"
189 }
190 }
191 }
192 },
193 "should":{
194 "word":"should",
195 "POS":"MD",
196 "dependsOn":"7",
197 "relationship":"aux",
198 "count":20,
199 "children":{
200 "_key":"word"
201 }
202 },
203 "couple":{
204 "word":"couple",
205 "POS":"NN",
206 "dependsOn":"7",
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207 "relationship":"dobj",
208 "count":20,
209 "children":{
210 "_key":"word",
211 "a":{
212 "word":"a",
213 "POS":"DT",
214 "dependsOn":"9",
215 "relationship":"det",
216 "count":20,
217 "children":{
218 "_key":"word"
219 }
220 },
221 "them":{
222 "word":"them",
223 "POS":"PRP",
224 "dependsOn":"9",
225 "relationship":"nmod",
226 "count":12,
227 "children":{
228 "_key":"word",
229 "in":{
230 "word":"in",
231 "POS":"IN",
232 "dependsOn":"11",
233 "relationship":"case",
234 "count":12,
235 "children":{
236 "_key":"word"
237 }
238 }
239 }
240 },
241 "trying":{
242 "word":"trying",
243 "POS":"VBG",
244 "dependsOn":"9",
245 "relationship":"nfincl",
246 "count":20,
247 "children":{
248 "_key":"word",
249 "assemble":{
250 "word":"assemble",
251 "POS":"VB",
252 "dependsOn":"12",
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253 "relationship":"xcomp",
254 "count":20,
255 "children":{
256 "_key":"word",
257 "to":{
258 "word":"to",
259 "POS":"TO",
260 "dependsOn":"14",
261 "relationship":"mark",
262 "count":20,
263 "children":{
264 "_key":"word"
265 }
266 },
267 "fighting":{
268 "word":"fighting",
269 "POS":"NN",
270 "dependsOn":"14",
271 "relationship":"dobj",
272 "count":20,
273 "children":{
274 "_key":"word",
275 "IKEA":{
276 "word":"IKEA",
277 "POS":"NNP",
278 "dependsOn":"18",
279 "relationship":"
name",
280 "count":12,
281 "children":{
282 "_key":"word"
283 }
284 },
285 "furniture":{
286 "word":"furniture",
287 "POS":"NN",
288 "dependsOn":"18",
289 "relationship":"
compound",
290 "count":20,
291 "children":{
292 "_key":"word"
293 }
294 },
295 "and":{
296 "word":"and",
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297 "POS":"CC",
298 "dependsOn":"18",
299 "relationship":"cc"
,
300 "count":20,
301 "children":{
302 "_key":"word"
303 }
304 },
305 "the":{
306 "word":"the",
307 "POS":"DT",
308 "dependsOn":"19",
309 "relationship":"det
",
310 "count":8,
311 "children":{
312 "_key":"word"
313 }
314 }
315 }
316 }
317 }
318 }
319 }
320 }
321 }
322 },
323 "also":{
324 "word":"also",
325 "POS":"RB",
326 "dependsOn":"10",
327 "relationship":"advmod",
328 "count":8,
329 "children":{
330 "_key":"word"
331 }
332 },
333 ".":{
334 "word":".",
335 "POS":".",
336 "dependsOn":"10",
337 "relationship":"punct",
338 "count":8,
339 "children":{
340 "_key":"word"
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341 }
342 }
343 }
344 }
345 ],
346 "actedOn":[
347 {
348 "word":"pretend",
349 "POS":"VB",
350 "dependsOn":"1",
351 "relationship":"xcomp",
352 "count":2,
353 "children":{
354 "_key":"word",
355 "to":{
356 "word":"to",
357 "POS":"TO",
358 "dependsOn":"9",
359 "relationship":"mark",
360 "count":2,
361 "children":{
362 "_key":"word"
363 }
364 },
365 "go":{
366 "word":"go",
367 "POS":"VB",
368 "dependsOn":"9",
369 "relationship":"nfincl",
370 "count":2,
371 "children":{
372 "_key":"word",
373 "Ikea":{
374 "word":"Ikea",
375 "POS":"NNP",
376 "dependsOn":"3",
377 "relationship":"nmod",
378 "count":2,
379 "children":{
380 "_key":"word",
381 "to":{
382 "word":"to",
383 "POS":"TO",
384 "dependsOn":"5",
385 "relationship":"case",
386 "count":2,
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387 "children":{
388 "_key":"word"
389 }
390 }
391 }
392 },
393 "lentils":{
394 "word":"lentils",
395 "POS":"NNS",
396 "dependsOn":"3",
397 "relationship":"nmod",
398 "count":2,
399 "children":{
400 "_key":"word",
401 "with":{
402 "word":"with",
403 "POS":"IN",
404 "dependsOn":"7",
405 "relationship":"case",
406 "count":2,
407 "children":{
408 "_key":"word"
409 }
410 }
411 }
412 }
413 }
414 },
415 "and":{
416 "word":"and",
417 "POS":"CC",
418 "dependsOn":"9",
419 "relationship":"cc",
420 "count":2,
421 "children":{
422 "_key":"word"
423 }
424 },
425 "rooms":{
426 "word":"rooms",
427 "POS":"NNS",
428 "dependsOn":"9",
429 "relationship":"dobj",
430 "count":2,
431 "children":{
432 "_key":"word",
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433 "all":{
434 "word":"all",
435 "POS":"PDT",
436 "dependsOn":"13",
437 "relationship":"predet",
438 "count":2,
439 "children":{
440 "_key":"word"
441 }
442 },
443 "the":{
444 "word":"the",
445 "POS":"DT",
446 "dependsOn":"13",
447 "relationship":"det",
448 "count":2,
449 "children":{
450 "_key":"word"
451 }
452 },
453 "fake":{
454 "word":"fake",
455 "POS":"JJ",
456 "dependsOn":"13",
457 "relationship":"amod",
458 "count":2,
459 "children":{
460 "_key":"word"
461 }
462 }
463 }
464 }
465 }
466 }
467 ],
468 "sentiment":-698
469 }
C.5.2 Problem no. 2
1 {
2 "word":"fighting",
3 "count":231,
4 "tree":{
5 "word":"fighting",
6 "POS":"NN",
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7 "dependsOn":"-1",
8 "relationship":"root",
9 "count":231,
10 "children":{
11 "_key":"word",
12 "One":{
13 "word":"One",
14 "POS":"CD",
15 "dependsOn":"15",
16 "relationship":"nsubj",
17 "count":211,
18 "children":{
19 "_key":"word",
20 "@DirtMcTurd":{
21 "word":"@DirtMcTurd",
22 "POS":"NN",
23 "dependsOn":"3",
24 "relationship":"npmod",
25 "count":200,
26 "children":{
27 "_key":"word",
28 "RT":{
29 "word":"RT",
30 "POS":"JJ",
31 "dependsOn":"1",
32 "relationship":"amod",
33 "count":200,
34 "children":{
35 "_key":"word"
36 }
37 }
38 }
39 },
40 ":":{
41 "word":":",
42 "POS":":",
43 "dependsOn":"3",
44 "relationship":"punct",
45 "count":202,
46 "children":{
47 "_key":"word"
48 }
49 },
50 "rooms":{
51 "word":"rooms",
52 "POS":"NNS",
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53 "dependsOn":"3",
54 "relationship":"nmod",
55 "count":211,
56 "children":{
57 "_key":"word",
58 "of":{
59 "word":"of",
60 "POS":"IN",
61 "dependsOn":"7",
62 "relationship":"case",
63 "count":211,
64 "children":{
65 "_key":"word"
66 }
67 },
68 "the":{
69 "word":"the",
70 "POS":"DT",
71 "dependsOn":"7",
72 "relationship":"det",
73 "count":211,
74 "children":{
75 "_key":"word"
76 }
77 },
78 "fake":{
79 "word":"fake",
80 "POS":"JJ",
81 "dependsOn":"7",
82 "relationship":"amod",
83 "count":211,
84 "children":{
85 "_key":"word"
86 }
87 },
88 "Ikea":{
89 "word":"Ikea",
90 "POS":"NNP",
91 "dependsOn":"7",
92 "relationship":"nmod",
93 "count":211,
94 "children":{
95 "_key":"word",
96 "at":{
97 "word":"at",
98 "POS":"IN",
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99 "dependsOn":"9",
100 "relationship":"case",
101 "count":211,
102 "children":{
103 "_key":"word"
104 }
105 }
106 }
107 }
108 }
109 }
110 }
111 },
112 "should":{
113 "word":"should",
114 "POS":"MD",
115 "dependsOn":"15",
116 "relationship":"aux",
117 "count":211,
118 "children":{
119 "_key":"word"
120 }
121 },
122 "just":{
123 "word":"just",
124 "POS":"RB",
125 "dependsOn":"15",
126 "relationship":"advmod",
127 "count":211,
128 "children":{
129 "_key":"word"
130 }
131 },
132 "be":{
133 "word":"be",
134 "POS":"VB",
135 "dependsOn":"15",
136 "relationship":"cop",
137 "count":211,
138 "children":{
139 "_key":"word"
140 }
141 },
142 "a":{
143 "word":"a",
144 "POS":"DT",
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145 "dependsOn":"15",
146 "relationship":"det",
147 "count":211,
148 "children":{
149 "_key":"word"
150 }
151 },
152 "couple":{
153 "word":"couple",
154 "POS":"NN",
155 "dependsOn":"15",
156 "relationship":"compound",
157 "count":211,
158 "children":{
159 "_key":"word"
160 }
161 },
162 "try":{
163 "word":"try",
164 "POS":"VBP",
165 "dependsOn":"15",
166 "relationship":"advcl",
167 "count":211,
168 "children":{
169 "_key":"word",
170 "as":{
171 "word":"as",
172 "POS":"IN",
173 "dependsOn":"18",
174 "relationship":"mark",
175 "count":211,
176 "children":{
177 "_key":"word"
178 }
179 },
180 "they":{
181 "word":"they",
182 "POS":"PRP",
183 "dependsOn":"18",
184 "relationship":"nsubj",
185 "count":211,
186 "children":{
187 "_key":"word"
188 }
189 },
190 "put":{
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191 "word":"put",
192 "POS":"VB",
193 "dependsOn":"18",
194 "relationship":"xcomp",
195 "count":211,
196 "children":{
197 "_key":"word",
198 "to":{
199 "word":"to",
200 "POS":"TO",
201 "dependsOn":"20",
202 "relationship":"mark",
203 "count":211,
204 "children":{
205 "_key":"word"
206 }
207 },
208 "furniture":{
209 "word":"furniture",
210 "POS":"NN",
211 "dependsOn":"20",
212 "relationship":"dobj",
213 "count":211,
214 "children":{
215 "_key":"word",
216 "the":{
217 "word":"the",
218 "POS":"DT",
219 "dependsOn":"22",
220 "relationship":"det",
221 "count":211,
222 "children":{
223 "_key":"word"
224 }
225 }
226 }
227 },
228 "together":{
229 "word":"together",
230 "POS":"RB",
231 "dependsOn":"20",
232 "relationship":"advmod",
233 "count":211,
234 "children":{
235 "_key":"word"
236 }
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237 }
238 }
239 }
240 }
241 }
242 }
243 },
244 "actions":[
245
246 ],
247 "actedOn":[
248 {
249 "word":"assemble",
250 "POS":"VB",
251 "dependsOn":"12",
252 "relationship":"xcomp",
253 "count":20,
254 "children":{
255 "_key":"word",
256 "to":{
257 "word":"to",
258 "POS":"TO",
259 "dependsOn":"14",
260 "relationship":"mark",
261 "count":20,
262 "children":{
263 "_key":"word"
264 }
265 },
266 "fighting":{
267 "word":"fighting",
268 "POS":"NN",
269 "dependsOn":"14",
270 "relationship":"dobj",
271 "count":20,
272 "children":{
273 "_key":"word",
274 "IKEA":{
275 "word":"IKEA",
276 "POS":"NNP",
277 "dependsOn":"18",
278 "relationship":"name",
279 "count":12,
280 "children":{
281 "_key":"word"
282 }
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283 },
284 "furniture":{
285 "word":"furniture",
286 "POS":"NN",
287 "dependsOn":"18",
288 "relationship":"compound",
289 "count":20,
290 "children":{
291 "_key":"word"
292 }
293 },
294 "and":{
295 "word":"and",
296 "POS":"CC",
297 "dependsOn":"18",
298 "relationship":"cc",
299 "count":20,
300 "children":{
301 "_key":"word"
302 }
303 },
304 "the":{
305 "word":"the",
306 "POS":"DT",
307 "dependsOn":"19",
308 "relationship":"det",
309 "count":8,
310 "children":{
311 "_key":"word"
312 }
313 }
314 }
315 }
316 }
317 }
318 ],
319 "sentiment":-633
320 }
C.5.3 Problem no. 3
1 {
2 "word":"order",
3 "count":639,
4 "tree":{
5 "word":"order",
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6 "POS":"NN",
7 "dependsOn":"8",
8 "relationship":"compound",
9 "count":639,
10 "children":{
11 "_key":"word",
12 "in":{
13 "word":"in",
14 "POS":"IN",
15 "dependsOn":"10",
16 "relationship":"case",
17 "count":615,
18 "children":{
19 "_key":"word"
20 }
21 },
22 "prevent":{
23 "word":"prevent",
24 "POS":"VB",
25 "dependsOn":"10",
26 "relationship":"nfincl",
27 "count":583,
28 "children":{
29 "_key":"word",
30 "to":{
31 "word":"to",
32 "POS":"TO",
33 "dependsOn":"12",
34 "relationship":"mark",
35 "count":583,
36 "children":{
37 "_key":"word"
38 }
39 },
40 "customers":{
41 "word":"customers",
42 "POS":"NNS",
43 "dependsOn":"12",
44 "relationship":"dobj",
45 "count":583,
46 "children":{
47 "_key":"word"
48 }
49 },
50 "leaving":{
51 "word":"leaving",
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52 "POS":"VBG",
53 "dependsOn":"12",
54 "relationship":"ncmod",
55 "count":583,
56 "children":{
57 "_key":"word",
58 "from":{
59 "word":"from",
60 "POS":"IN",
61 "dependsOn":"15",
62 "relationship":"case",
63 "count":583,
64 "children":{
65 "_key":"word"
66 }
67 }
68 }
69 }
70 }
71 }
72 }
73 },
74 "actions":[
75
76 ],
77 "actedOn":[
78
79 ],
80 "sentiment":-630
81 }
C.5.4 Problem no. 4
1 {
2 "word":"customers",
3 "count":645,
4 "tree":{
5 "word":"customers",
6 "POS":"NNS",
7 "dependsOn":"12",
8 "relationship":"dobj",
9 "count":645,
10 "children":{
11 "_key":"word"
12 }
13 },
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14 "actions":[
15 {
16 "word":"leave",
17 "POS":"VB",
18 "dependsOn":"16",
19 "relationship":"xcomp",
20 "count":29,
21 "children":{
22 "_key":"word",
23 "for":{
24 "word":"for",
25 "POS":"IN",
26 "dependsOn":"20",
27 "relationship":"mark",
28 "count":29,
29 "children":{
30 "_key":"word"
31 }
32 },
33 "customers":{
34 "word":"customers",
35 "POS":"NNS",
36 "dependsOn":"20",
37 "relationship":"nsubj",
38 "count":29,
39 "children":{
40 "_key":"word"
41 }
42 },
43 "to":{
44 "word":"to",
45 "POS":"TO",
46 "dependsOn":"20",
47 "relationship":"mark",
48 "count":29,
49 "children":{
50 "_key":"word"
51 }
52 }
53 }
54 },
55 {
56 "word":"spend",
57 "POS":"VBP",
58 "dependsOn":"1",
59 "relationship":"ccomp",
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60 "count":5,
61 "children":{
62 "_key":"word",
63 "designed":{
64 "word":"designed",
65 "POS":"VBN",
66 "dependsOn":"20",
67 "relationship":"nfincl",
68 "count":5,
69 "children":{
70 "_key":"word",
71 "stores":{
72 "word":"stores",
73 "POS":"NNS",
74 "dependsOn":"7",
75 "relationship":"nsubjpass",
76 "count":5,
77 "children":{
78 "_key":"word",
79 "IKEA":{
80 "word":"IKEA",
81 "POS":"NNP",
82 "dependsOn":"4",
83 "relationship":"name",
84 "count":5,
85 "children":{
86 "_key":"word"
87 }
88 },
89 "\"":{
90 "word":"\"",
91 "POS":"‘‘",
92 "dependsOn":"2",
93 "relationship":"punct",
94 "count":1,
95 "children":{
96 "_key":"word"
97 }
98 }
99 }
100 },
101 "are":{
102 "word":"are",
103 "POS":"VBP",
104 "dependsOn":"7",
105 "relationship":"auxpass",
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106 "count":5,
107 "children":{
108 "_key":"word"
109 }
110 },
111 "literally":{
112 "word":"literally",
113 "POS":"RB",
114 "dependsOn":"7",
115 "relationship":"advmod",
116 "count":5,
117 "children":{
118 "_key":"word"
119 }
120 },
121 "maze":{
122 "word":"maze",
123 "POS":"NN",
124 "dependsOn":"7",
125 "relationship":"nmod",
126 "count":5,
127 "children":{
128 "_key":"word",
129 "like":{
130 "word":"like",
131 "POS":"IN",
132 "dependsOn":"10",
133 "relationship":"case",
134 "count":5,
135 "children":{
136 "_key":"word"
137 }
138 },
139 "a":{
140 "word":"a",
141 "POS":"DT",
142 "dependsOn":"10",
143 "relationship":"det",
144 "count":5,
145 "children":{
146 "_key":"word"
147 }
148 }
149 }
150 },
151 "order":{
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152 "word":"order",
153 "POS":"NN",
154 "dependsOn":"7",
155 "relationship":"nmod",
156 "count":5,
157 "children":{
158 "_key":"word",
159 "in":{
160 "word":"in",
161 "POS":"IN",
162 "dependsOn":"12",
163 "relationship":"case",
164 "count":5,
165 "children":{
166 "_key":"word"
167 }
168 },
169 "prevent":{
170 "word":"prevent",
171 "POS":"VB",
172 "dependsOn":"12",
173 "relationship":"nfincl",
174 "count":5,
175 "children":{
176 "_key":"word",
177 "to":{
178 "word":"to",
179 "POS":"TO",
180 "dependsOn":"14",
181 "relationship":"mark",
182 "count":5,
183 "children":{
184 "_key":"word"
185 }
186 },
187 "customers":{
188 "word":"customers",
189 "POS":"NNS",
190 "dependsOn":"14",
191 "relationship":"dobj",
192 "count":5,
193 "children":{
194 "_key":"word"
195 }
196 },
197 "leaving":{
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198 "word":"leaving",
199 "POS":"VBG",
200 "dependsOn":"14",
201 "relationship":"ncmod",
202 "count":5,
203 "children":{
204 "_key":"word",
205 "from":{
206 "word":"from",
207 "POS":"IN",
208 "dependsOn":"17",
209 "relationship":"
case",
210 "count":5,
211 "children":{
212 "_key":"word"
213 }
214 }
215 }
216 }
217 }
218 }
219 }
220 }
221 }
222 },
223 ",":{
224 "word":",",
225 "POS":",",
226 "dependsOn":"20",
227 "relationship":"punct",
228 "count":5,
229 "children":{
230 "_key":"word"
231 }
232 },
233 "customers":{
234 "word":"customers",
235 "POS":"NNS",
236 "dependsOn":"20",
237 "relationship":"nsubj",
238 "count":5,
239 "children":{
240 "_key":"word"
241 }
242 },
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243 "money":{
244 "word":"money",
245 "POS":"NN",
246 "dependsOn":"20",
247 "relationship":"dobj",
248 "count":5,
249 "children":{
250 "_key":"word",
251 "more":{
252 "word":"more",
253 "POS":"JJR",
254 "dependsOn":"22",
255 "relationship":"amod",
256 "count":5,
257 "children":{
258 "_key":"word"
259 }
260 }
261 }
262 },
263 "this":{
264 "word":"this",
265 "POS":"DT",
266 "dependsOn":"17",
267 "relationship":"nmod",
268 "count":4,
269 "children":{
270 "_key":"word",
271 "of":{
272 "word":"of",
273 "POS":"IN",
274 "dependsOn":"22",
275 "relationship":"case",
276 "count":4,
277 "children":{
278 "_key":"word",
279 "because":{
280 "word":"because",
281 "POS":"IN",
282 "dependsOn":"21",
283 "relationship":"mwe",
284 "count":4,
285 "children":{
286 "_key":"word"
287 }
288 }
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289 }
290 }
291 }
292 },
293 ".":{
294 "word":".",
295 "POS":".",
296 "dependsOn":"17",
297 "relationship":"punct",
298 "count":4,
299 "children":{
300 "_key":"word"
301 }
302 },
303 "\"":{
304 "word":"\"",
305 "POS":"’’",
306 "dependsOn":"18",
307 "relationship":"punct",
308 "count":1,
309 "children":{
310 "_key":"word"
311 }
312 }
313 }
314 }
315 ],
316 "actedOn":[
317 {
318 "word":"prevent",
319 "POS":"VB",
320 "dependsOn":"10",
321 "relationship":"nfincl",
322 "count":584,
323 "children":{
324 "_key":"word",
325 "to":{
326 "word":"to",
327 "POS":"TO",
328 "dependsOn":"12",
329 "relationship":"mark",
330 "count":584,
331 "children":{
332 "_key":"word"
333 }
334 },
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335 "customers":{
336 "word":"customers",
337 "POS":"NNS",
338 "dependsOn":"12",
339 "relationship":"dobj",
340 "count":584,
341 "children":{
342 "_key":"word"
343 }
344 },
345 "leaving":{
346 "word":"leaving",
347 "POS":"VBG",
348 "dependsOn":"12",
349 "relationship":"ncmod",
350 "count":584,
351 "children":{
352 "_key":"word",
353 "from":{
354 "word":"from",
355 "POS":"IN",
356 "dependsOn":"15",
357 "relationship":"case",
358 "count":584,
359 "children":{
360 "_key":"word"
361 }
362 }
363 }
364 }
365 }
366 },
367 {
368 "word":"used",
369 "POS":"VBN",
370 "dependsOn":"2",
371 "relationship":"ccomp",
372 "count":4,
373 "children":{
374 "_key":"word",
375 "that":{
376 "word":"that",
377 "POS":"IN",
378 "dependsOn":"10",
379 "relationship":"mark",
380 "count":4,
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381 "children":{
382 "_key":"word"
383 }
384 },
385 "employees":{
386 "word":"employees",
387 "POS":"NNS",
388 "dependsOn":"10",
389 "relationship":"nsubj",
390 "count":4,
391 "children":{
392 "_key":"word",
393 "the":{
394 "word":"the",
395 "POS":"DT",
396 "dependsOn":"5",
397 "relationship":"det",
398 "count":4,
399 "children":{
400 "_key":"word"
401 }
402 },
403 "Ikea":{
404 "word":"Ikea",
405 "POS":"NNP",
406 "dependsOn":"5",
407 "relationship":"nmod",
408 "count":4,
409 "children":{
410 "_key":"word",
411 "of":{
412 "word":"of",
413 "POS":"IN",
414 "dependsOn":"7",
415 "relationship":"case",
416 "count":4,
417 "children":{
418 "_key":"word"
419 }
420 }
421 }
422 }
423 }
424 },
425 "were":{
426 "word":"were",
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427 "POS":"VBD",
428 "dependsOn":"10",
429 "relationship":"auxpass",
430 "count":4,
431 "children":{
432 "_key":"word"
433 }
434 },
435 "just":{
436 "word":"just",
437 "POS":"RB",
438 "dependsOn":"10",
439 "relationship":"advmod",
440 "count":4,
441 "children":{
442 "_key":"word"
443 }
444 },
445 "customers":{
446 "word":"customers",
447 "POS":"NNS",
448 "dependsOn":"10",
449 "relationship":"dobj",
450 "count":4,
451 "children":{
452 "_key":"word",
453 "to":{
454 "word":"to",
455 "POS":"TO",
456 "dependsOn":"13",
457 "relationship":"mark",
458 "count":4,
459 "children":{
460 "_key":"word"
461 }
462 },
463 "be":{
464 "word":"be",
465 "POS":"VB",
466 "dependsOn":"13",
467 "relationship":"nfincl",
468 "count":4,
469 "children":{
470 "_key":"word"
471 }
472 },
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473 "know":{
474 "word":"know",
475 "POS":"VB",
476 "dependsOn":"13",
477 "relationship":"relcl",
478 "count":4,
479 "children":{
480 "_key":"word",
481 "who":{
482 "word":"who",
483 "POS":"WP",
484 "dependsOn":"17",
485 "relationship":"nsubj",
486 "count":4,
487 "children":{
488 "_key":"word"
489 }
490 },
491 "did":{
492 "word":"did",
493 "POS":"VBD",
494 "dependsOn":"17",
495 "relationship":"aux",
496 "count":4,
497 "children":{
498 "_key":"word"
499 }
500 },
501 "n’t":{
502 "word":"n’t",
503 "POS":"RB",
504 "dependsOn":"17",
505 "relationship":"neg",
506 "count":4,
507 "children":{
508 "_key":"word"
509 }
510 },
511 "gave":{
512 "word":"gave",
513 "POS":"VBD",
514 "dependsOn":"17",
515 "relationship":"ccomp",
516 "count":4,
517 "children":{
518 "_key":"word",
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519 "how":{
520 "word":"how",
521 "POS":"WRB",
522 "dependsOn":"24",
523 "relationship":"advmod"
,
524 "count":4,
525 "children":{
526 "_key":"word"
527 }
528 },
529 "to":{
530 "word":"to",
531 "POS":"TO",
532 "dependsOn":"24",
533 "relationship":"mark",
534 "count":4,
535 "children":{
536 "_key":"word"
537 }
538 },
539 "get":{
540 "word":"get",
541 "POS":"VB",
542 "dependsOn":"24",
543 "relationship":"nfincl"
,
544 "count":4,
545 "children":{
546 "_key":"word",
547 "out":{
548 "word":"out",
549 "POS":"RP",
550 "dependsOn":"20",
551 "relationship":"prt
",
552 "count":4,
553 "children":{
554 "_key":"word"
555 }
556 }
557 }
558 },
559 "and":{
560 "word":"and",
561 "POS":"CC",
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562 "dependsOn":"24",
563 "relationship":"cc",
564 "count":4,
565 "children":{
566 "_key":"word"
567 }
568 },
569 "just":{
570 "word":"just",
571 "POS":"RB",
572 "dependsOn":"24",
573 "relationship":"advmod"
,
574 "count":4,
575 "children":{
576 "_key":"word"
577 }
578 },
579 "up":{
580 "word":"up",
581 "POS":"RP",
582 "dependsOn":"24",
583 "relationship":"prt",
584 "count":4,
585 "children":{
586 "_key":"word"
587 }
588 }
589 }
590 }
591 }
592 }
593 }
594 }
595 }
596 },
597 {
598 "word":"giving",
599 "POS":"VBG",
600 "dependsOn":"1",
601 "relationship":"ncmod",
602 "count":2,
603 "children":{
604 "_key":"word",
605 "for":{
606 "word":"for",
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607 "POS":"IN",
608 "dependsOn":"6",
609 "relationship":"case",
610 "count":2,
611 "children":{
612 "_key":"word"
613 }
614 },
615 "customers":{
616 "word":"customers",
617 "POS":"NNS",
618 "dependsOn":"6",
619 "relationship":"dobj",
620 "count":2,
621 "children":{
622 "_key":"word",
623 "all":{
624 "word":"all",
625 "POS":"DT",
626 "dependsOn":"8",
627 "relationship":"det",
628 "count":2,
629 "children":{
630 "_key":"word"
631 }
632 }
633 }
634 },
635 "week":{
636 "word":"week",
637 "POS":"NN",
638 "dependsOn":"6",
639 "relationship":"dobj",
640 "count":2,
641 "children":{
642 "_key":"word",
643 "meatballs":{
644 "word":"meatballs",
645 "POS":"NNS",
646 "dependsOn":"20",
647 "relationship":"npmod",
648 "count":2,
649 "children":{
650 "_key":"word",
651 "free":{
652 "word":"free",
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653 "POS":"JJ",
654 "dependsOn":"10",
655 "relationship":"amod",
656 "count":2,
657 "children":{
658 "_key":"word"
659 }
660 }
661 }
662 },
663 ",":{
664 "word":",",
665 "POS":",",
666 "dependsOn":"20",
667 "relationship":"punct",
668 "count":2,
669 "children":{
670 "_key":"word"
671 }
672 },
673 "berries":{
674 "word":"berries",
675 "POS":"NNS",
676 "dependsOn":"20",
677 "relationship":"npmod",
678 "count":2,
679 "children":{
680 "_key":"word",
681 "gravy":{
682 "word":"gravy",
683 "POS":"JJ",
684 "dependsOn":"14",
685 "relationship":"amod",
686 "count":2,
687 "children":{
688 "_key":"word"
689 }
690 },
691 "&amp;":{
692 "word":"&amp;",
693 "POS":"NN",
694 "dependsOn":"14",
695 "relationship":"compound",
696 "count":2,
697 "children":{
698 "_key":"word"
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699 }
700 },
701 "store":{
702 "word":"store",
703 "POS":"NN",
704 "dependsOn":"14",
705 "relationship":"nmod",
706 "count":2,
707 "children":{
708 "_key":"word",
709 "in":{
710 "word":"in",
711 "POS":"IN",
712 "dependsOn":"18",
713 "relationship":"case",
714 "count":2,
715 "children":{
716 "_key":"word"
717 }
718 },
719 "their":{
720 "word":"their",
721 "POS":"PRP\$",
722 "dependsOn":"18",
723 "relationship":"poss",
724 "count":2,
725 "children":{
726 "_key":"word"
727 }
728 },
729 "Warrington":{
730 "word":"Warrington",
731 "POS":"NNP",
732 "dependsOn":"18",
733 "relationship":"name",
734 "count":2,
735 "children":{
736 "_key":"word"
737 }
738 }
739 }
740 }
741 }
742 },
743 "last":{
744 "word":"last",
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745 "POS":"JJ",
746 "dependsOn":"20",
747 "relationship":"amod",
748 "count":2,
749 "children":{
750 "_key":"word"
751 }
752 }
753 }
754 }
755 }
756 }
757 ],
758 "sentiment":-608
759 }
C.5.5 Problem no. 5
1 {
2 "word":"peace",
3 "count":448,
4 "tree":{
5 "word":"peace",
6 "POS":"NN",
7 "dependsOn":"11",
8 "relationship":"nmod",
9 "count":448,
10 "children":{
11 "_key":"word",
12 "with":{
13 "word":"with",
14 "POS":"IN",
15 "dependsOn":"17",
16 "relationship":"case",
17 "count":444,
18 "children":{
19 "_key":"word"
20 }
21 },
22 "no":{
23 "word":"no",
24 "POS":"DT",
25 "dependsOn":"17",
26 "relationship":"neg",
27 "count":444,
28 "children":{
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29 "_key":"word"
30 }
31 },
32 "Syria":{
33 "word":"Syria",
34 "POS":"NNP",
35 "dependsOn":"17",
36 "relationship":"nmod",
37 "count":444,
38 "children":{
39 "_key":"word",
40 "in":{
41 "word":"in",
42 "POS":"IN",
43 "dependsOn":"19",
44 "relationship":"case",
45 "count":444,
46 "children":{
47 "_key":"word"
48 }
49 }
50 }
51 }
52 }
53 },
54 "actions":[
55
56 ],
57 "actedOn":[
58
59 ],
60 "sentiment":-444
61 }
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In order to get insight into the possibilities of using the AI system Watson I have 
constructed an application that reads Twitter and tries to extract common com-
plaints. This turned out to be rather difficult but gave some interesting insights 
into the workings of both Watson and social media.
Watson is an artificial intelligence (AI) system originally 
developed by IBM in order to compete in the Ameri-
can game show Jeopardy!. Since then, Watson has been 
made available for developers by allowing them to ac-
cess it through the web. Since Watson is constructed for 
natural language processing, understanding language in 
the way that humans do, I wanted to do a project that 
utilizes that as much as possible. Additionally it would 
be more interesting to create something that is potential-
ly commercially viable. Such a project would potentially 
be a good indicator of what direction this technology is 
going. With those two things in mind I decided to try 
to extract information from the social media platform 
Twitter. The things in social media that hold commer-
cial value are mostly opinions regarding business and 
organizations. Both positive and negative opinions are 
interesting, but the negative ones are usually more ur-
gent. This lead me to focus on the negative opinions and 
try to find the problems that were frequently brought 
up by the users. Twitter has also been extensively used 
for similar projects making it easy to compare this pro-
ject with the accomplishments of other articles. 
 After the application was created it was compared 
against the performance of human test subjects who 
were instructed to extract complaints from a set of 
tweets. The results of the test were rather disappointing. 
The application and the test subjects had no overlap 
in what they perceived as expressed complaints. There 
are probably many reasons for why the results were as 
bad as they were. The algorithm that tries to identify 
complaints does essentially look for words that appear 
in a negative context, that is in the context of words 
that are deemed negative such as “bad”. The application 
also does not take such things as negations into account. 
These things makes the analysis rather blunt and ma-
kes it dependent on large quantities of data to function. 
This was not the case with the human test that only used 
75 tweets that were a sample of real tweets.
 However, Some of these problems also remained 
when running on much larger quantities of data. This 
came as a bit of a surprised but can be traced to the 
nature of Twitter. Popular tweets get “retweeted“, they 
get repeated with the exact same message worded in the 
same way. If such a message is picked up by the system 
and deemed as negative then it will have a big effect on 
the overall problem extraction. 
 Watson has, despite the poor results, been very help-
ful in this endeavour. This type of technology can enable 
other, potentially more successful, ideas to be relatively 
quickly implemented and tested. The fact that a lot of 
tools are easily available will most likely lead to an in-
creased use of these types of services and applications. 
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